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THE NEXT STEP
The first issue of GLIDING, which appeared early this year, has met with

a reception which justifies its continuation as a quarterly journal.

Such ajoumal has a special place to fill, by pubhshing matter ofenduring
value rather than of ephemeral interest. But while we endeavour to keep
readers in touch with the latest scientific and technical advances which
C01)cern our subject, it must not be assumed that this is our only purpose.
History is also a science, and we look to all sections of the gliding movement
to keep us informed of what they are doing.

The present issue appears on the occasion of the 1950 National Gliding
Contests, held at the Derbyshire and Lancashire Gliding Club's site. In
consequence, it is designed to interest not only the g!jding fraternity, but the
large number of visitors who habitually attend these contests; in fact, it will
serve as a Contest Programme, and a list of competitors will be found on the
middle pages.

Fifteen gliding clubs told us their histories in the first number of GLIDING.
Two of these were Service clubs, and there was, in addition, an article on the
Air Training Corps. But gUding in the Services is increasing every month, a
pleasing phenomenon for which two new factors are largely responsible: the
formation of the R.A.f. Gliding and Soaring Associatjon, and the decision
of the A.T.e. to carry their instruction through to the advanced soaring stage.
In the next issue we shall again include a survey of all these activities.

There are two ways in which readers of this journal can help to maintain
it in a f10urisrung state. One is by buying it as well as reading it. The other
is by furnishing it with news and articles for publication.

As to news, we would particularly like 0 hear of cross-country flights,
so that we can then publish in each issue a m p showing all those made in the
past three mOflths. But to be of any value e map must be comprehensive,
and this means telling us of every cross-cou try flight made.

And as to articles, they must be writte before they can be printed, and
a fat envelope containing a suitable article s definitely of more use than a
thin one with nothing inside but suggest ns about. what somebody else
should write.

Finally, we are pleased to announce t ~t GpDING will in future be the
Official Organ of the British Gliding Associ .lon. Editorial policy will remain
independent, and will be devoted t, furthermg the interests of soaring flight
and of those who practise it.

A.E.S.
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Competition Flying
The British National Gliding Contests blows in any other direction, or is absent,

will be decided upon marks earned by the pilot must catch a thermal immediately
flying performances, as in previous years; after being launched by winch; in this tech-
the first three prizes will go to the entrants nique there is large dement of luck, as he
of the three sailplanes 'eaming the greatest has not much height to Lose while looking
number of aggregate marks. . for one.
• When soaring flight first began, it was If a tnermal goes high enough, a ~umulus

considered a noteworthy feat to keep a'" cloud forms in its top; but the hfe of a
glider up al all, and this outlook ,persisted' thermal and its associated cloud is limited,
in diminishing degree up to the last con- so the pilot' must copstantly proceed from
tests before the war, when marks were',still one thermal to the ne!!t. Part of the art of
awarded for duration flights, not on!'y' f9r competition flying eonsists of deciding
he.ight and distance as now. whether to stay in a thermal till it dies,

The trend nowadays is tq lay most em- while the wind carries ,it along, 01' to leave
phasis on getting to a definite place, and it and take a chance of finding another one
even getting there in the shortest possible in the direction the pilot wants tQ go.
time. This is not due to any idea of tuming The pilot has also to judge the best speed
a sailplane into a regu'lar transport vehicle; for'c~ossing the dead air between therntals;
the reason is simply that a scientific sport flying too slowly may waste time un-
should set itself scientific problems of con- necessarily, while flying too quickly causes
stantly increasing comple~ity for solution. unnecessary loss of height. When high up,

The following notes are written for thermals are found by watching the
visitors to the meeting and for the general clouds; when low down, by examining the
reader, and not, as will be obvious, for landscape for likely "thermal sources."
advanced sailplane pilots. Attention to all these factors can make a
Distance flights big difference to the marks earned on a

distance flight.
Marks are given for distance at the rate

of I mark per mile, except that flights of Examples of distance flight~ are des-
under 15 miles earn no marks. crib;~d on other pages: one across southern

England, one in East Anglia, and two from
Distance fl.ights are accomplished almost England across the Channel to Belgium.

entirely by the use of upcurrents (thermals)
caused by heating of the ground by the Goal flights
sun. In consequence, they r1rely start If a pilot declares his destination before
before about 1,1 a.m. at the earliest, or starting a flight, and then lanos within
can be carried on for more th2 fbout '6 1,000 yards of it, he gets a 20 per cent.
hours at the most. But in six ho rs. or bonus, added to his distance marks, for
even less, a sailplane can go a Ion way, his goal flight. He may, on reaching the
and efficient organisation is needed r the goal, find soaring conditions so good as to
pilot's team, with retrieving trail , to make it worth while to go on, and get more

. reach him as soon as possible af r he marks for the additional distance than the
lands. If he is th~ only pilot flyi the 20 per cent. bonus would have earned.
machine. he m8.Y ha\e to fly again ne day
aPe. a tiring night jO~lrney by rO'ld. There is obviously an art in choosing a

Cross-co'mtry flights can be start most suitable goal in accordance with the
two \",1YS. If a good wind is blowing u pilot's judgment of probable weather con-
hill (in this case .&radwell Edge in a est ditions. He must also be a competent mal'-
wincl or Eyam Edge in a south win ), a reader.
permanent upcurrent is created in ich It is not uncommon for a pilot to declare
the pilot· can wait till a thermal c es an ambitious goal which he has little hope
along. TII(' outward sign that he has c ght of reaching, if the reachin o of it could set
a thermal is that he starts flying in cirCles, up a new record. Examples described in
be.cause thermals are narrow. If the wind this issue are: Mc. Phillips and Mr. Carrlllw,
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who declared Le Touquet and reached
Canterbury; and Mr. Welch, who -declared
for Strasbourg and reached Brussels.

Out and return flights
Unless tbe air is calm, an out-and-return

flight must be made either against the wind
in one directiOn and with a following wind
in the (Jther, or else across the wind in
both directions. Progress against the wind
can only be made between thermals,
because the sailplane drifts back with the
wind while climbing in a thermal. A
machine with good "penetration" is needed:
that is. a sailplane whose 'speed can be in
creased without excessive loss of height. It
takes good soaring conditions and a skilled
pilot to make any overall progress against
a wind of mOre than 15 m.p.h.

A successful out-and-return flight can
earn.a lot of marks. The outward journey
is marked as for a goal flight, and the
return journey earns double marks (2 per
mile) and a double bonus.

A description of an out-and-return
flight by A. H. Yates will be found on
another page.

Altitude flights
High altitudes can be reached in two

ways. One is by climbing in large cumulus
clouds of shower OF thunderstorm type;
tbey may be called glorified thermals. This
involves the art of blind-flying on instru
ments. Recent research has shown that the
reputation of such clouds for violent tur
bulence Ilas been overrated in tlte p.ast; loss
ofcontrol, formerly attributed to this cause,
is morC" likely to be of psychological origin.

Both Mr. Welcll and FILt. Miller climbed
in clouds of this type in order to gain
height for crossing the Channel on 12th
April, as described elsewhere in this issue.

The other condition for high altitude
flights is a phenomenon peculiar to high
hills, such as those around the Derbysl1ire
and Lancashire Gliding Club. Stationary
waves are set up in the air, probably on
many occasions by Kinder Scout. in much
the saOl\: way as a wave in a river' is caused
by a sublli.erged boulder. These waveS are
propagated upwards through the atmoS
phere, and the highest flight yet done in
England by their utilisation is described by
a club member, Mr. George Thompson, in
this issue.

Marks for height are awarded at the rate
of one for every 100 feet, reckoning to the.
highest point reached, starting from the
lowest point previously recorded after the
launch. Climbs of less than 1,500 feet do
noteount.

Goal races
This is a new feature in British gliding

contests, which would have been introduced
last year but for unsuitable weather. The
organisers will decide on the goal, and
pilots must get there as quickly as possible
after exel;uting a manoeuvre which is the
equivalent of·crossing a starting-line. They
can choose their time for cI<:lssing it, pro-·
vided they are already in the air.

For this flight, the usual distance marks
and goal bonus are awarded, pl!,ls elltra
marks for speed, but none for height. If
the goal is reached, 3 marks for every mile
per Iiour of ground s~ed are awarded,
provided the speed is not less than 10 m.p.h':

The difference in technique between a
speed race and a .distance flight is that the
pilot is more likely to press on, instead of
lingering in each thermal to gain more
height. This lessens the chance of finding
the "next thermal, but the extra marks are
worth the risk.

Handicap Classes
Sailplanes will be handicapped in th~ee

classes, in order to ensure that the Contests
will be decided as far as possible on the
skill of the pilots alone. The machines. are
divided into classes according to their
aspect ratio, that is, the ratio between the
span of the wings and the mean chord.,
which is the average breadth of the wing
from front to back. As a general rule.
those with the largest span have the largest
aspe<;;t ratio, and an increase of span brings
the advantages of a better gliding angle
and a diminished rate of sink.

l'.1achines in Class 1, with an aspect
ratiO of 17 and above are "scratch"· those
with aspect ratio between 14 a~d 17
(Class 2) get a bonus of 10 per cent., and
those below 14 (Class 3) get 25 per cent.
added to the marks .they earn during the
Contests. .

This handicapping system is being tried
Qut. for the first time. In some previous
national contests, the sailplanes have Deen
handIcapped in two classes according to
span alone.
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Standing Wave to 15,490 Feet

by George E. Thompson

This flight was made on 11th March in a "Viking" sail
plane, starting and finishing at Bradwell Edge, Great
Huck/ow, Derbyshire. The pilot describes how he climbed
to the greatest height yet reached in a standing wave over

England.

The weather, as observed at Camphill
before the start of the flight, was; Surface
wind exceedingly strong, westerly. Sky
mostly covered by strato-<:umulus cloud. of
the form often associated with standmg
waves, i.e., in stationary bars and patches,
with cloud forming on upwind edges and
dissolving on downwind edges. In
particular there was a wide opening over
Bradwell Valley, on to which fronts the
club's west slope of Bradwell Edge. ~he

clouds forming over the Edge were mOVIng
at a furious rate into the mass of cloud
lying just 10 the east ofCamphill. Occasion
ally small lenticular clouds. could be seen,
fairly high, through breaks In the st~ato-<:u.

Because of the wind speed, no f1ymg was
being attempted at the time of my arrival.

In the following account of the flight, all
heights are altimeter readings above the
launching point, which is 1,250 ft.. above
sea level.

The Flight
When we were lined-up behind the

soaring slope awaiting take-off, the air
speed indicator was registering 4{) m;p.h.,
with gusts to 50 m.p.h. (The Vlkmg
normally flies at 40 indicated air speed).
After a very turbulent launch at 13.45 hrs.
it was necessary to dive at 70 LA.s. to hold
position over the slope, meanwhile climbing
with the green ball* above .the 20 ft./sCi7'
mark. The climb was made In the clear' aIr
just ahead of the forming cloud, the base of
which was 1,000 ft. approximately. Above
1,000 ft. the turbulence diminished consider
ably and the wind speed slackened a little
to pCrhaps 55-60 m.p.h. The rate of climb
dropped off also, and at 3,000 ft., level with
the tops of the clouds, was about 3 ft./sec.

* The green ball of the variometer
indicates gain of height.

\ ~ \

±

Barograph record of
Mr. Thompson's
flight on 11th
March. The figures
represent thousands
of metres, 1,00C)
metres = 3,280 feet.
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~ Viking' Seaplane of
tbe type used ..,. Mr.

George E. Tbomj'lIOD

for the flight describ
ed in this article.

I had by then edged to the north end of
Bradwell Edge, and looked around for
evidence of belter lift elsewhere. There were
a few small, thin lenticular clouds a little
distance to the south, but too far away to
make use of from that height, and there was
also a group of larger lenticulars very high
and far away in the N.W, A panicularly
large bulge of cloud standing up from the
strato-eumulus sheet a few miles to the
N.N.E. drew my attention, and as I
watched it I could see eddies ofcloud racing
up its windward side and down the lee side.
This appeared to promise well, so I
endeavoured to reach it; but progress was
slow against the wind, which seemed at this
height to be N.W. and about 50 m.p.h.,
and before I had covered half the distance I
was sinking towards the cloud sheet
between. I therefore returned to the edge of
the cloud over Bradwell Edge.

There was some lift at 3 ft./sec. on the
way back. and my height was 4,000 feet or
so when I met lift at 10ft./sec. directly above
the cloud edge. 1 turned into wind and
climbed rapidly in the dead-smooth lift
found in standing waves. As height was
gained the wind appeared to veer towards
north and to diminish in speed; but it was
impossible to estimate its velocity with any
degree of accuracy, because my position at
any time was most difficult to determine,
panly on account of the height and largely
because so little of the ground was visible.
Nevertheless I was able to reduce speed to
40 LA.S., and found myself pursuing all
oval course above the valley between
Camphill and Longstone Moor (S. of
CamphilJ), with the sides of the oval
heading approximately. nonh to south.
It was necessary to hold the northerly
headings for longer than the southerly
ones, and hence I take it that the wind was

from about north and was less than
40 m.p.h. The lift above 11,000 ft.
diminished to 3 n./sec. and a pause occurred
at 12,000 ft., but 3 ft./sec. returned on my
increasing speed a little, petering out again
at 13,noo ft.

Except for the group of lenticular clouds
still as far away in the N.W. and apparently
just as far above me as when I first saw
them. the lenticulars ha<l disappeared. This,
of course, meant that I had no guide to the
whereabouts of the rising air, and was the
cause of my' great difficulty in remaining in
the lift when I found it. Westwards and
southwards of the Pennines and the Peak
District the strata-cumulus sheet was
unbroken, but over the hills it lay in
irregular undulations, many of the hollows
showing holes in the cloud, as in the case
of Bradwell Valley. In some areas east of
the hills the cloud was formed into parallel
ridges and hollows, and this configuration
~howed also in an area due south of me
running southwards from a point about
15-20 miles away.

After a few minutes I became aware that
a very large area east of the hills had
become almost clear of cloud. Meanwhile
the hole over Bradwell Valley was much
reduced in size and showed signs of closing
up.

I increased speed to descend and, or'
course, ran into more lift, which at 3 ft./sec.
took me to 13,900 ft. (by altimeter
a~tua\ly 15,500 fL above sea level). It was
blttc:r1y cold, and in the best traditions of
Bnllsh soaring I had omitted to provide for
such eventualities, having neither gloves
nor protective clothing. Also head and
eyes were somewhat muzzy with oxygen
shortage, heart beating rather heavily, and'
b.reathing deeper than usual. I felt that the
ttme had come to return, and forced the
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Environs of Bradwell Edge. The shaded portion shows the position of the
hole in the cloud sheet which IDllrks the trough of the wllve. NQfe that
its oval outline is modified by cloud formed in the lee of Bradwell Edge

caused by the upcurrent there.

descent with dive
and spoilers,
noting the therm
orneter readinl's
at each 1,000 fr.
level. I do not
r~all meeting
any rapid sink.
At 5,000 ft. I
met an Olymp:a
flown by G. O.
Smith, and kept
company wi h
him for SOTF.:e.
few minutes,
noting mean
while that three
or four thin lent:
cular clouds had
formed aboveu~, SURfACE WINO

at a height that ....
1 estimated as
roughly 12,000r-.

The hole over
BradweIJ Valley
was by now very
small and some
times completely
closed over, so I
decided to go
home before
things became
sticky. As I made
my way into the
hollow. the in-
creasing wind
kept carrying me
into the upgoing
air on the east
side, where once
I found myself
diving at 70 I.A.S. with spoileJiS out and
climbing at 3 fL/sec. or so. I finally did force
my way into the bottom ofthe hollow, which
was just then thinly closed in with clOUd, and
it was then that I gained a most impressive
view of a standing wave. From the crest in
front and 700 feet or so above me, the cloud
poured downwards like a monstrous
torrent of foaming water streaming over a
gigantic. miles-long weir, to face turbulently
beneath me and then to leap skywards to
anothe.r .crest behind. The phenomenon
gave an awe-inspiring impressiOn of
enormous power, much as does a cu-rum.
cloud whim one contemplates entc.ring it.
I estimate, from a study of the' map, know
ing roughly where the t.wo crests lay, that
the cresHo-crest distance w,as 5 or 6 miles.

I descended through c1oudonly600-7oofL
thick at 60-70 1.A.S., heading into Wind.
having first fixed position through sUJall
holes between cloudlets, and during this
descent was carried backwards about a
quarter of a mile. The approach to the
landing field was unpleasant, but a comfort
able landing was possible in the somewhat
sheltered hollow of the field, at 15.35 hrs.

Points of Note.

Wl!'.'Ds.-!his i~ the first wave in my
experience In whIch the wind .speed had
diminished with height; usu<llly ir incri:ascs
considerably. At Liverpool the surface
wind was measured as 20 knots (23 m.p.h.),
very much less than the, 60-70 m.p.h. found
on Bradwell Edge, and in Sheffield earlier
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temperatures at ground level and at
5,600 ft.; ot~rwise not at all, my figures
showing a. WIder range both ways. I thmk
that the sharp drop of tbe last point in Mr.
Smith'S plot is significant here, since from
surface to 4,000 Ct. he was climbing very
rapidly, so that lag in the thermometer
could produce a "wiredrav.'ing" effect,
rounding off the extremes. Only at the final
reading was his thermometer given full time
to settle to the ambient temperature. M.y
own descent was made at a more leisurely
rate, so reducing the effect of l'lg. It seems
to me that the discrepancies can reasonably
be assigned to the errors introduced by lag,
and that the two significant points can be
taken as confirming my own plot.

On the other hand, this plot suggests that
I 1,000 ft. of my climb was made in air that
'vas potentially very unstable, which is not
normally consistent with waves, although
W. E. Crease's flight of 3rd December,
1948, shows that this is not impossible.
There is the further difficulty that the
Liverpool ascent for 15.00 hours shows the
upper air to be only slightly unstable, and
Liverpool is but 50 miles west of Camphill.
There was a low-pressure area to the east
of the country, so one would expect the
upper a~r to grow more unstable towards the
east. but it seems doubtful to me that this
could cause so much difference in 50 miles.

Those then are my observations; now let
the rival theorists battle it out amongst
themselves. Without question there was a
heavy inversion about 3,000' fl. above
Camphill. and a wind shear through 70°
or 80" above this; but why either ot both of
these should g;ve us a wave effective to
heights greater than we have had before is a
question that 1 leave to the reader. All that
I ask is for more of 'em!
-d~ ~ .I~ 2~ ~ ~.

in the day th~ wind was only moderate.
There is some resemblance here to the
conditions on the day of our previous best
wave (when B. Thomas reached 11,000 ft.).
At Burnaston (Derby) that day, conditions
were anticyclonic, hazy, with much
strato-cu. and negligible wind, whilst at
Camphill strong winds were the order of the
day. Can it be that these high winds are
produced by a "Venturi effect" between the
inversion at about 4,000 ft. and the hills
rising to 1,500-2,000 ft.?

CLOUDS.-The noticeable lack of
lenticular clouds was no doubt caused by
the upper air being very dry. When they
did occur in the vicinity of Camphill they
were very thin and fibrous, rather like
cirrus, indicating ice-crystal composition.
In the area south of me, where the strato-cu.
was formed into ridges, 1 was able to
observe the cross-section of the configur
ation quite clearly; it consisted of wide
hollows with rather sharp peaks, suggesting
a cycloidal, rather than a sine curve, in the
airflow.

For a part of the time the stratocumu!us
directly below showed very clearly the
effect of Bradwell Edge on the forming
cloud. A rough sketch map indicating the
approximate size and shape of the
"Bradwell Hole" at the time shows how the
Edge created a rectangular patch of cloud
within the roughly oval gap produced in
the trough of tile wave.

At no time did the cloud show any signs
of a front in the vicinity.

RJPPLEs.-I met only one brief patch of
ripples when at about 9,000 ft., and must
have passed through at an angle to them,
since they caused. some latera I rocking as
well as pitching.

ICJNG.-None whatsoever, neither on
external surfaces nor -on cockpit glazing.

TEMP'ERATUREs.-Here we enter debatable
territory. As already explained, I noted the
thermometer readings during the descent.
Mr. Smith, using a similar type of ther
mometer, took readings during his ascent.
We met at about 5,000 ft., hence
discrepancies cannot be ascribed to the time
interval between our respective sets of
readings. A comparison has since shown
that my thermometer reads 3° C. (5° F.)
lower than his. Applying a +5° F. correct
ion to my figures, I have plolled both sets
of readings on the tephigram, using the
thickness of the 100 mb. ,layer at each
height to convert altimeter reading to
barometric pressure. We agree about the

-:'5-
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Wave Clouds Over Derbyshire

Photographed by G. E. Thompson

These magnificent photographs of wave clouds were taken by Mr. Thompson from his
A view from about 10,000 ft. over Bradwell Edge. The cloud sheet, 5,000 ft. below is thrown
into waves, and the 'Gull I,' flown by Derek Roper, is climbing rapidly. Mr. Roper afterwards
flew 95 miles to Kenering. A north wind is blowing from top right to bottom left of the picture.

The ponoramic "ie1\' belo1\' is taken from the same height, with the wind blowing from left to
air has been carried d01l'll
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'Viking' sailplane on 28th May, under simiJar conditions to those described in his article.
Above: A photograph from about 5,000 fl. above BradweJl Edge, level with lhe tops of the
wave crests in the doud layer. The wind is blowing from left to right, and in the left half of the
picture is a descending cascade of cloud such as Mr. Thompson described in his article.

right. On either side of the crest of the highest wave is a hoUow free from cloud, where the
below condensation level.
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International Contests

In the history of glidinuthere have been
three international contests, as distinguished
from other meetings which were essentially
national contests with a few foreign visitors
taking part.

In July, 1937, a British team went to the
Wassetkuppe, in Central Ciermany, with
five sailplanes and eight pilots. British
achievemedts were .;me "Daily Prize" for
altitude and a new international lwo·seater
duration record. But the principal prizes
went elsewhere. to five Germans and one
Swiss pilot, wh'ile Polish pilots won prizes
for greatest height and greatest distance.

The next international contest was held
in July, 1948, at the Swiss gliding site at
Samedan, in the Upper Engadine. not
far from the Italian border. A rri'ish team
went with six sailplanes.' Swedish, Swiss,
Spanish and French pilots led in the final
placing, but the British position was
vitiated bly th~ failure of a recording
barograph carried by Philip Wills during a
high-altitude climb. which he describes on
another page. A triang,ular speed contest
in which Mr. Wills took part is also
described in this issue of GLIDING.

This year a British team has been entered
for an International contcst in Sweden from
3rd to 16th July. The team consists of
Philip A. Wills, C.BE. Lorne Welch,
Fill. R. C. FO'rbes and FILL P. G. Mallett.
All these pilQts took part in tbe 1948
contest, .and Mr. Wills was also in the
British team ill 1937. The Swedish
regulations call for a "Leader," who may
either be additional 'to the pilots or one of
them. Mrs. Ann DQuglas again occupies
this position as she did two years ago, and
will help to relieve our pilots of extraneous
worries.

Tt was decided this year not to launch a
public appeal for funds, in order to avoid
interference with the appeal which will be
needed for the In~ernational Centest of
1952, to be held in Finland, probably in
conAe:ction withtne Olympic Games. 'All
members of this year's team, therefore, .are
paying trreir own expenses, witrr the
exception of a small amount of money left
over from the 1948 conlest and a contri-

but ion from the R.A.F. Gliding and
Soaring Association.

In Switzerland, the British fleet consisted
of two Olympias, twO Gull IV's and two
Weihes; only the last were large-span
machines. It was thought that those of
smaller span would probably do better in
Alpine conditions, which events showed to
be improbable; but in any case Swedish
meteorological cond·itions are more likely
to favour sailplanes of large span. So three
Weihes, the only ones in the country, are to
be taken, and FILL Mallett is taking a Gull
IV.

Although entries to all these international
contests are made through various national
Aero Clubs. the national teams are not
regarded as separate entities for the purpose
of allotting marks and prizes. The tradition
has always been to treat the pilots as
in<lividuals, independent of nationality, so
it is never possible to speak of a particular
country having reacrred a particular place
in trre final results. This outlook accords
with the traditional spirit of gliding.

On the following pages, meteorological
conditions for soaring flight in Sweden are
described in a most instructive article by
K. G. Hakansson, who was in charge of
meteorological briefing at the Swedish
National Contest last year.

It will be noticed that soaring conditions
are not unlike those in England, except that
the landscape is even damper. The British
pilots will not, therefore, be handicapped,
as they were two years ago. by the strange
behaviour of air currents among High
Alps.

It will also be noticed that Mr.
Hakansson assumes that competitors will
be turning up 01'1 the s.ite before the Contests
begin. However, it has since been
announced that they will not be allowed to
do so.

Points will be aw.arded to ·competitors
for d-istance, al.'itude, speed and for goal
flights. They Will alw be varied in accord
ance with soaring conditions on each day,
as shown by the average of the three best
performances.
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Soaring Weather In Sweden

by Karl Gosta Hakansson

The following notes are for the informa
tion of foreign competitors in the World
Championship Competitions at Oerebro in
July, 1950. Most of these notes are based
on my experience in the years when I have
officiated at the Swedish Soaring Cham
pionships there.

Contrary to what is the case in some
other countries, e.g. Switzerland, distance
and altitude flights can only be made in
South and Central Sweden with the aid of
dry thermals and moist thermals. In order
to judge where such thermals may be
formed, it is necessary (a) to ascertain the
distribution of atmosph.eric temperatures
and humidity in higher altitudes, and (b)
to study careflllly the weather chart and the
physical properties of the terrain. Particu
lars of the former are obtained by radio
soundings taken at G6teborg, Karlsborg,
Stockholm, ar:ld sometimes also Kalmar.
The study of the ground properties and
their effect on the thermals is, on the other
hand, primarily a matter for the individual
pilots, and I will therefore give below our
experiences from preceding years. The
reader should now get out his map of
Sweden, preferably to the scale I :I,000,000.

You will see in this map that Oerebro is
situated at the western point of Lake
Hjalmaren. Obviously, this lake w~1I
greatly affect especially the dry thermals In

its immediate vicinity. Previous com
petitions have accordingly been character
ized by the great difficulty experienced by
the comp~titors in reaching the cloud base.
Generally, it has not been worth while to
take off earlier than at 11.00 hrs. But the
pilots have also learnt that some areas in
the immediate vicinity of the aerodrome
are better than others. It is well known
that the stone and asphalt streets and many
brick roofs of a town are more apt to pro
duce dry thermals than, for instance, a
grass field or a forest. There is, /1!owever, a
place where perhaps a pilot has an even
better chance of obtaining a good dry
thermal, and that is a gravel pit about
5 km. W.S.W. of the airfield, where there
is a fairly large area of bare gravel and
sand. It is of the utmost importance that
the foreign competitors should, during the

days of training preceding the competitions,
carefully examine and study ground con
ditions around the aerodrome, e.g. in the
above places, to ascertain the nature of the
dry lhermals. At every competition at
Oerebro my advice to the pilots has always
been: "If you do manage to reach a cloud.
try never to drop below its base, for the
dry thermals below clouds will' generally
be unable to carry you. What you lose in
time by occasionally going higher up in a
cloud. you will gain in distance."

How should then a distance flight be
planned? Well, the first consideration is of
COl!r<;e the wind. The prevailing winds in
Sweden are southwesterly or westerly.
During the 1947 Swedish Championships
we had nothing but S.W. or W. winds at
Oerebro. No particularly long flights were
accordingly possible, the easternmost aero
drome being at Norrtalje. In 1949 the 'Wind
was for several days from the N. and N.W.
with consequent long distance flights, but
such conditions mllst unCortunately be
regarded as exceptional, and it is best to be
prepared for preponderantly S.W.-W.
winds.

Below, I will discuss distance flights
under the Ileadings of different wind
directions.

W. and S.W. winds
With westerly and south-westerly winds,

the Norrtalje aerodrome is a suitable goal.
Moving E. or N.E. from Oerebro. two large
lakes are encountered, viz., first Lake
Hj,lIrnaren and then Lake Malaren. Every
pilot knows that th.ese two lakes must have
an enormous influence on the thermal con
ditions of the atmosph.ere. The first point
he has to decide in this particular flight is:
"shall I go south or north of these two
lakes"!" Most pilots probably select the
northerly route past the first-Lake
HJalmaren-but the same problem arises
when they reach the town of Arboga. The
chOice there is contingent on the thermal
state of the atmosphere. If conditions are
very.good on the day of the flight, that is to
say If there are plenty of well developed
cumulus clouds, it matters little which
route is taken. Bur on days of fairly bad
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thermal conditions the northern route
should invariably be chosen, as the terrain
conditions for the development of thermals
are much more favourable north of Lake
Malaren than S. of it, as will also be seen
on the map. Do not fly too near its north
ern shore, however, but keep well away
from it over land so as to avoid any risk of
the sea breeze from the lake interfering
with the thermals.

S. winds

Southerly winds combined with good
soaring conditions are extremely rare.
Nor is the topography of the country to the
north particularly suitable for long flights..
Should the wind blow from the south, it is
probably best to select a N.E. route, even
though one cannot then extract the full
benefit of a fonowing wind. On the other
hand, winds between S.E. and S. often
occur ahead of eastward-moving fronts.
Of these, the cold front may at times be
utilized in distance flights.

E. and N .E. winds

Easterly winds with good soaring con
ditions have not occurred in recent years,
and must be regarded as very rare. Should
such winds occur, it will probably be best
to select a S.E. route, even tbough one may
not then be able to take full advantage of
the wind. N.E. winds have occurred- once
or twice. In that case it would probably be
best to fly in the direction of Goteborg.
The area which would then be the most
difficult to pass is the neck of land-with
many small lakes-between Lakes Vanerrt
and Vattern. From the map you will see
that the best route ought to be as close to
Lake Vanern as possible. Once past the
neck you reach the plains of Vastergiitland,
the terrain of which is very favourable to
the generation of strong thermals. AlIeberg
lies in those plains. Little difficulty should
be met in continuing the flight towards a
goal on the west coast, unless the goal
selected is in its south part, e.g. Varberg or
Halmstad, in whkh case you wiJ! have to
pass one of the most unfavourable areas
from a soaring point of view, viz. the dis
trict between Ulricehamn and Jonkiiping.
Many sailplanes have been forced down in
that area-the name of Mullsjii (a place
about 25 km. N.W. of Jonkoping) has a
bad sound in the ears of many sQaring

pilots. In passing this district very great
altitude is. essential, as proved by the ex
perience of all pilots who have reached
Halmstad across it.

N.W. winds

North-westerly winds, too, generally
bring good soaring conditions. linkiiping,
or say Nykoping. can as a rule be reached
without trouble, but the country between
Linkoping and Kalmar presents great
difficulties. Soaring conditions in north
Smaland are bad owing to the many lakes
and large forests, and the best way to
reach Kalmar is, therefore. 10 fly eastwards
from Linkoping to the coast, which may
then be followed towards Kalmar, if the
thermals are not too good. Kalmar is,
however, very difficult to reach, and when
the wind is in the N.W. it may frequently
be preferable to select a goal in the east,
e.g. Norrtalje, despite the beam wind, so
as to attain a longer flight distance than to
Linkoping.

N. winds

When the wind is in the north the
soaring pilot will reach the northern ex
tremity of lake Vattern fairly soon after
leaving Oerebro. He will then immediately
ask himself: "Should 1 fly W. or E. of Lake
Vattern?" According to the map, there
can apparently be little doubt. The terrain
E. of Lake Vattern (the plains of Oester
gotland) is very favourable for good up
draughts, while that of the western side is
very unfavourable (many lakes, large
forests). Nevertheless, experience has
shown that the western side is often pre
ferable. Northerly winds often provide ex
cellent soaring conditions. Cumulus cJouds
form and develop into cumulo-nimbus,
which result in showers. As the terrain on
the east side is more fa\lourable for the
generation of thermal updraughts, cumuli
begin to form earlier on the eastern than on
the western side. The cumulus clouds will
accordingly change into cumulo-nimbus
clouds, and showers may fall, earlier on the
eastern side. The thermal updraughts will
be destroyed, not only by the actual rain
faU, but also by the stratification of the
clouds (the spreading-out of the cumulo
nimbus clouds), which leaves no trace of
any updraught.

On the western side of Lake Vi\tlem,
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however, ;the formation of cumulus begins
much later in the day, and it then fre
quently has no c,ime to change into cumulo
nimbus; hence the thermals on this side are
hOt distUrbed. If, on tbe other hand, the
soaring conditions are natvery good, the
route E. of Lake Valtem should always be
selected (cf. the reference abov\; to the area
between Ulricehamn and Jonkoping). Hav-

SOUTH
S\JEDEN

1

A.D.·..

ing passed approximately half of La.ke
Vattern, Smliland appears before you With
plenty of lakes and wooded ·country. Very'
good soaring conditions 'are required for
passing that country to reach aerodromes
in Skane. To· have .the best chances of
Sllccess, take care never to arop below the
cloud base, but to gain altitude instead in
good time in some cumulus cloud.
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Map showing the route flown by Mr. Wills, as described In his article beginning on the

opposite page. Reproduced hy courtesy of "Aeronautics."



Alpine ElysiuIll
by P. A. Wills, CB.E.

In the folfolVing article, which is reproduced by courtesy
0/ "Aeronautics," Mr. Wills describes hOll" he set up the
present British record for speed Ol'er a triangular course

of 100 kilometres on 22 July, 1948.

At the morning briefing of competitors
at 08.30 in the wooden hut on the airfield,
the contest for the day was announced as
the 100 kilometre triangular race.

No such stiff test had ever before been
set a meeting of sailplane pilots. It was
widely believed that no one would succeed
in completing the course, which, starting
with a dive over the starting line on the
Muoltas Murail, 1.000 m. (3,000 ft.) above
the valley floor, involved a flight across the
Engadine valley «nd over a tumbled mass
of moun.tains to the Davos valley, on a
course of about 355 degrees magnetic,
turning point the Weissflujoch at the head
of the famous funicular, thence on a course
of about 220 degrees along the: north-west
side of the Davos valiey to Piz Curver, and
a run home once more over massed moun·
tains rising to over 3,000 m. (11,000 ft.)
course approximately J10 degrees. Total
distance 101 km.

The early day was a perfect cloudless
blue, the morning sun shining bright and
clear on that unbelievable valley, the green
floor of which, flat as a billiard table, is
1,500 m. above sea-level and which is
walled at each side by mountains running
from 2,500 to 4,500 m. (8,000-14,000 ft.),
capped with snow.

At about 11.00 o'clock, the windsock
puffed out from the south-the Maloja
wind had started to blow. One after another
the bright sailplanes were winched up.
They turned on to the neighbouring slopes
Qf Muottas Murail. and traversed them 10
the top. I was off'the ground at 11.24. I
climbed to· 2,500 m. (8,000 ft.) and beat up
and down the Pontresina valley, awaiting
lhebeginning of the cumulus.

The steep slope beneath was scarred with
parallel walls of rough stone, to break the
winter avalanches. Halfway along was a
hut, perched on the top, a Swiss flag flut
tering languidly from a pole ill the beer
gar'<ien. As one passed, often level with it,

cheerful drinkers would wave. Twenty or
more sailplanes traversing that giant beat
seemed quite enough. The lift was narrow
and close to the tumbled scree of rock.

At about 12.45 r was sailing near the
starting line, in front of the hotel perched
at the head of the funicular, when I saw a
streak of gunmetal grey dive down from
above, across the valley towards the far
slope of Crasta Mora. The first machine
was away. A few small Itat cumulus had
started to form, very high, probably around
5,000 metres. There seemed to be little or
no upper wind. The south-westerly Maloja
wind is a valley wind and does not go very
high.

Indeed. Alpine winds are to me com
pletely incalculable. The south-west
Maloja wind in tite Engadine valley is
sometimes accompanied by a precisely
opposite wind in the Davos valley only 30
kilometres away to the north, and whilst
both. are blowing low down, the upper
wind may be nil.

I watched the receding dot across the
valley, and saw bow immediately it reached
the far side it started to climb rapidly the
razor of Crasta Mora. It was time to go,

So well had I sealed the Gull ]V cockpit,
and so strong is the machine, that at 160
k~jhr (100 rnljhr), she is rock steady and
qUIeter than the average machine at her
normal speed. Across the line I eased her
back to 110 kmjhr (70 mljhr) and was
across the valley and six kilometres on my
course in a few minutes. Strong Ijft on
Crasta Mora immediately took me to
3,~ m. (10,000 ft.) and now .T was faced
WIth a serious decision.

The general view before take-off had
been that the best chance of completing the
cours~ was to attempt it in a clockwise
dIrectIon. But to the west towards Piz
CurveI' the cumulus sti'll seemed very sparse,
whereas to the north things looked better.
I wasted a fatal 10· minutes making up my
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PhiJip Wills in the "GuU IV" at tbe Samaden
meeting. His wife, standing beside him, was

a member of bis ground crew.

mind. then saw two or three macmines over
Piz Kesch to the north and above me, so
set off in that direction.

There are two ways of doing an Alpine
flight. One is, always to keep a bolt-hole
in sight, never croSs a mountain without
enough height to get either back or on to
the next valley, or go round. The other,
perhaps only permissible in International
Contest Flying: don't wait. Get on and
hope. So far we had not experienced a day
which tempted one to the second course,
and for this first phase I hung on to the
safety line. But gradually I began to realise
that this day was unlike any other I had
ever dreamed of, and that caution was
almost unnecessary.

Leaving Crasta Mora I crossed the
Albula Pass to a cloud over Piz Vertsch.
Underneath it the green ball rose and rose
again till it disappeared in the top of the
tube. Over 6 m/sec. (20 ft/sec.) climb' At
3,600 m. (12,000 ft.) I turned on the oxygen,
the lift continued to the base of the thin
flat cloud at 8,000 m. Now it was just a
question of holding a compass COurse at
110 km/hr. until the Davos valley came in
sight, on a mountain on the far side was the
hotel with a yellow cross marking the
turning point. One had to circle it at not
over 500 m. or about 3,000 metres above
sea level.

I was too high and had to dive up to 160
km/hI' again to circle it. Then on to the
new cOUJ'se. along the edge of the valley, a
bit nerve racking now, because if one got
down below the crests of the flanking
mountains, and so into the valley wind,
there was no knowing in a strange valley
where one could lind slope lift.

I passed Lorne Welch, in his Olympia,
about half a mile on my left, aod south of
Arosa, almost level w.ith the mountain
tops, found my lift. Lorne, ,thougm so near,
was just that much lower {O be out of tbe
pure th~rmal. and later told me that. he
had had a bad struggle and lost much time
herc.

But I was away again, green ball out of
sight, into cloud base, but soon found that
lift inside was not worth while.

So on to course again, humming through
the grey ragged fringes of the cloud at 110
km/hr, not enough sight of the mountains
below to locate myself, depending entirely
on my compass, and my ability to hold a
compass cour-se on the needles of my turn
and-bank indicator.

Gradually I sank below cloud-base and
saw ahead the deep valley running down to
Tiefencastel. where it is joined by another
gigantic valley running down from the
Julier Pass. On the far side was the range
of which one spike was Piz CurveI', the
next turning point. But which was it?
Alpine maps are not very clear, and Alpine
scenery so fantastic and tumbled that one
peak looks much like the other thousand.
I reached the far side and wasted another
precious 10 minutes in finding the yellow
cross on the mountainside.

Then on to the home course, once more
a nervous few minutes hoping for lift to
the upper atmosphere, but under the next
cloud up she went.

Soon we were again at 5.000 m. (17,000
ft.) on to our cour5C, but when down to
4,600 m. again near Ti ru:en , I again found
lift the question was, to take it or not?

Had I height to make the homeward
run in one or not? I should have worked it
out before. I should have ma.rked distances
on each leg, but I hadn·t. And ahead of me
lay the highest and wildest mountain mass
of the whole course, the Piz d'Err.

So 1 took the lift and spent another few
minutes rocketing back to c10udbase then
on. For minute after minute I sat. flying at
110 km/hr, a whiff of oxygen, a bar of
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chocolate, the bright sun and blue sky and
clouds overhead, in every direction below
tumbled thousands of white-topped peaks
stretching up to the horizon, sliding gently
and silently past, in dt'ad smooth silky air.

I never hope again to live through such
glory, it was the sailplane pilot's idea of
E1ysium.

Then the last peak dropped, and ahead
I saw again the Engadine valley, and on the
far side, the hotel at the top of the moun
tain wall. 1 had too much height, I needn't'
have used that last thermal after all. 1
pushed up the speed to 145 km/hr (90
ml/hr), flashed across the valley, past tbe
hotel, a J80 degrees turn, the white line
rushed below at 170 km/hr, time 14.58 38.
Then I was over tbe edge again looking
down on the airfield 1,000 m. below. Air
.brakes on we screamed down to a landing.

Two hours, 6 minutes, 48 seconds. Any

good? Well, Maurer had done it in I hour
40 minutes and was off on a second lap!
I tottered out of the cockpit, rushed for a
cup of chocolate, felt very old, and took
off again. But. I didn't get far. The con
ditions were dYing, and 1 came back again.

Maurer's second lap was done in I hr.
36 min., a World Record.

Of the 27 starters on this formidable
flight nO less than 25 completed the course,
:md I came in eighth. But what a day!

Lessons? Several, but the main one is:
Mark off the course, accurate magnetic.
bearings on each leg, mark each leg off in,
say. 10 kilometre sections. Then one can
tell whether at any given point one has
enough height to make the next turning
point without waste of time in funher lift.
The other lessons are probably only applic
able on a perfect day such as this in the
High Alps, or in Paradise.

Thi.s remllrkllble photograph, taken by the late Donald F. Greig during tbe Samaden meeting,
sbows vigorous cumulus development in tbe direction of St. Moritz, as seen from his "Olympia"

sailplane over Samaden. Reproduced by courtesy of "Aeronautics."
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The Ne"v Slingsby IS-Metre Sailplane

The Gull IV produced by Slingsby
S?ilplanes Ltd. two years ago, has won
high praise. The following description of a
large-span development of the same design
has been sent by the makers.

The design of the Slingsby Type 34A is
based on that of the highly successful Gull
IV. The main features of the Gull IV have
been retained, but by overall increases in
the size of the aircraft the performance has
been brought to such a standard that it will
surpass that of any other production type
sailplane yet built.

The cockpit arrangement will in all its
main features be identical to the Gull IV.
Particular attention has been paid to pilot
comfort and ventilation. so as to make the
machine suitable for the present-day stan
dard of high altitude flying. The instru-

mentation will be laid out to suit the re
quirements of individual owners, the large
size instrument panel being large enough to
accommodate any range of instruments
normally required.

Although it will only be fitted to special
order, provision is made for carrying the
latest oxygen equipment of the economiser
type and if required two large bonles can
be installed. It will also be possible to re
charge the oxygen bottles without removing
them from the aircraft.

Sufficient space is available behind the
cockpit for such installations as radio and
water ballast. Up to 200 Ibs. of water
ballast can be carried, but this involves a
reduetion in the factors. on the machine.

Elevator trimmer and internal expanding
wheel brake will be fitted as standai·d. The
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front and belly release hooks will be of the
automatic pull-off type and will both be
operated by one control.

Special attention has been paid to case
of rigging. The main fittings are machined
from forged dural billets and the holes for
the main attachment pins are sleeved with
removable high-tensile steel bushes. When
assembling the wings it will be possible to
insert the bottom pins with the wing tips
resting on the g~oul1d; the tips can then be
raised and the centre pin inserted. All con
trol connections at rigging points are pro
vided with universal ball ends for ease of
assembly.

Care has been taken in the design of the
controls to accommodate the wide range of
temperatures encountered in modem high
performance soaring; these have been de
signed to allow for the expansions and
contractions encountered over a tempera
ture of from +15°C to -30°C. The con
trols will, of course, still be operable outside
this range.

The dive-brakes in the wing are of suf
ficient 4rea, when open, to hold the ter
minal velocity of the machine to within
the permissible diving speed, thus ensuring

MO)"AAT£. VISI61~ITT

I I 1/1 ;v. /J' I

the safety of the aircraft under all con
ditions. The brakes themselves are of the
aerodynamically balanced type, one sur
face balandog the other in all positions.
This arrangement is already fitted as stan
dard on the Slingsby Prefect and has been
found to work well, the operating loads
being small at all speeds. Refinements in
the detail design of the brake mechanism
includes ball races in all moving pans.

The need for ease of maintenance has
been borne in mind in all stages of.the de
sign, and access has been provided to all
moving parts in the control systems.
Where possible, sealed ball-races and self
lubricating bushes have been used for
bearings, so that lubrication will not be
required at these points for the full life of
the machine.

The performance of the Type 34A will
surpass that of any normal sailplane yet
built, including the German Weibe and the
French Air 100. The best gliding angle
will be more than 1 in 29 and the sinking
speed 2 feet per second; the performance at
high speeds will also exceed that of similar
machines.

I'/ORTH

A section showing the long Ilne of cumulus between wh:ch Mr. Karran made tile out-and
return flight described on the opposite page. (From a drawing by J. Karran).
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Cold Front Out-and-Return

by Jack Karran

On Sunday, 19th March, there was a
strong westerly wind at Redhill and broken
shaggy smaU strato-cu. However, some
larger clouds appeared to the north after

'Iunch, and it looked to me as though these
might be the line of a minor cold front
which was becoming active. This was by
no means clear. and rather in the spirit of
"Oh well, I might as well spend 12s. 6<1. in
the cause of science." 1 was towed off at
approximately 14.45' hrs. I had arranged
for the tug pilot to take me right under the
rough line of large but shaggy-looking
cumulus clouds, which were some two
mil.e-s to the north of the aerodrome and
appeared to run roughly east and west.

The plot was to explore the lift under it
and on both sides. However, as soon as
we were a few hundred feet up, it was ob
vious to me that it was indeed a cold front,
which stretched wav west of Guildford and
east as far as I could see along the face of
the Nonh Downs. The cumulus clouds
were strung almost continuously along this
line in a belt about 2 miles wide, with a
base; at some 2.5<JO.3,OOO ft. Heavy rain
was falling from some of the clouds, and I
saw a single flash of lightning from one
of them. As we approached the actual line
of clouds, r could see that their north edges
were sharply defined and that the air behind
over London had the dear. cold look, with
little bunchy "cu," of air of more polar
origin.

We passed under the front too low for
me to release from the rug in safety, and
as we passed into the dear air behind [
found that, due to the descending air, we
weren't climbing at all. I hastily signalled
the tug pilot to turn back by flying out ~o

one side. and after some momentary mIs
understanding he did so. As we came back
under the cloud I released, and to my
delight found the glider going gently up as
I flew east under the clouds. [zig-zagged
about to find the best lift. which appeared
to be one-third back from the south face
of the string of clouds marking the line of
the front.

It felt uncanny flying at speeds of up to
100 m.p.h. (LAS.) without losing height
or having ·to circle. At limes I passed
through heavy rain and hail, which made
no difference to the lift. It aU seemed so
unnatural that J kept feeling that any
moment the lift wowd suddenly vanish and
[ would have to do a hectic forced landing
in heavy rain. Unfortunately I was flying
in the London Control Zone, which meant
that I had to keep out of cloud, so reluc
tantly I had to use the brllkes to avoid
getting up into it. My only other difficulty
was the fact thilt the canopy kept misting
over. due presumably to the mixture of
cold and warm airs.

In a very few minutes 1 was level with
West Malling, some 25 miles to the ea-st.
The rain here was very heavy. and with the
misty canopy it was difficult to see what
lay ahead_ Somewhat faint-heartedly a
turn for home was made, although from
ordinary gliding experience it didn't seem
very possible to get all the way back
against so strong a wind (some )5-20
knots). Ho~ver, it wasn't an ordinary
day, and flying with the ease of a powered
aeroplane I flew back. actually doing the
last part at over 100 LA.S. 1 landed
approximately 52 minutl;:s after release,
having covered some 50 miles.

When I came back., the front still
stretched west of Guildford and had only
moved some two miles in a southerly
direction. Later on, jt appeared to break
up and just become so many odd "cu,"
although the difference in the air to. their
south and their north was still noticeable.

Tt had been a filscinating experience, and
showed too the great possibilities of f1igllts
alol'S such minor fronts. Since March 1
have seen a number of these, but unfor
tunately on each occasion 1 have been
otherwise engaged. 1 hope, however, tnat
others will watch out, because it's so easy
to fail to realise what is cooking in the
weather, and so miss out on a big oppor
tunity. After all, 1 think I'm right in saying
my particular front didn't appear on any
weather map.
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The Royal Air Force Gliding and Soaring
Association

by The Chairman, R.A.EG.S.A.

"Airmen" is the generic term applied to
all other ranks of the Royal Air Force,
and under tltat title are included such
trades as clerk, fitter, medical orderly,
dental mechanic, and all the hundred-and
one specialists who are needed to keep an
Air Force flying. "Airmen" they may be,
but chances to fly, especially as pilot, are
often hard to come by. There are also
some, accustomed to a passage through the
shattered air, propelle"d by a stream of
incandescent gas, who also enjoy a more
leisurely kind of flight-in the same way,
perhaps, as the Captain of a submarine
might find healthy relaxation in sailing a
dinghy. For all these varying extremes of
specialists, both tradesmen and pilots, it
is the belief of the founders of our Associ.
ation that gliding and soaring provide a
healthy pastime and common interest,
particularly appropriate to a Service whose
justification to exist depends upon its
ability to attain mastery of the air.

These are the ideas, differently expressed
by different people, which led to the
foundation of the Royal Air Force Gliding
and Soaring Association early in 1950, with
membership open to all soaring officers and
men of the R.A.F., and which are expressed
in its rules and regulations thus:-

"The aim of the Association shall be to
bring gliding and soaring within reach
of all members of the Royal Air Force,
with special regard to those normally
employed on the ground."

The Association recognises that it has set
itself an ambitious task, unlikely to be
capable of fulfilment without many years of
endeavour. ]t entails the eventual found
ation and growth of gliding clubs on many
stations and units; finding money and
resources for the purchase of equipment;
and, perhaps most important of all, enlist
ment of the services of many people
prepared to give their spare time to benefit,
not themselves, but future airmen, who may
be only now about to enter the Air Training
Corps.

Accordingly, the Association has mapped
Out for itself a programme: first, to develop
the necessary "core" of determined organ
isers and capable instructors; for it has
been shown many times that, without good
organisation and good instruction, a
gliding club must almost inevitably fail.
Second, when organisers and instructors of
proved ability and equipment have been
found, the Association plans to begin l,ts
build-up of a chain of gliding clubs on
individual units, so that eventually gliding
and soaring may be brought within the.
reach of every officer and man, and ao
initio training undertaken in every club. "

]n ac~ordance with this plan, the first
task of the Association has been to set up a
club at the R.A.F. Station, Detling. Here
the Association has a Weihe, a Slingsby
T-21.b, and a Slingsby Prefect, as well as a
building destined to became a clubhouse,
with messing facilities and dormitory
accommodation for weekends. Courses,
both for potential instructors and ab initio
trainees, have already begun under the·
supervision of Flight Lieutenant R. C. '
Forbes and Flying Officer P. G. Mallett,
both ofwhom hold the "Gold C" and have
represented England in internationaJ
soaring contests. Detling is likely to
remain, for some time at any rate, the
principal training unit within the Associ
ation, and it will have the task, not only of
providing facilities for advanced soaring
for all qualified members, but a1so of
training instructors, and giving all possible
help to other clubs as they form within the
Association.

The second step, the formation of these
other Associate Clubs, is now beginning.
Pride of place must go to the old 12 Group
Gliding Club, which was founded as long
ago as 1946, and therefore ante-dates the
R-AF.G.S.A. itself. It is now reconstituted
as the Linton-9~-Ouse Gliding Club, and
H.Q. 12 Group IS turning its attention ro
the formation of a gliding club at Newton
(Notts.). Bomber Command have formed
an Associate Club at MildenhalI. ]t5
President is Fill. J. F. P. Archbold, who is
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a Navigator, and who, together with FILl.
Forbes, made a goal flight of 31 0 kilometres
dUTing the B.A.F.O. competitions of 1948.
Some twenty other clubs exist in embryo
and will be able to form and begin flying a~
soon as equipment can be obtained for
them.

So far, the R.A.F.G.S.A. has confined its
endeavours exclusively to the United
Kingdom, where there is more than enough
to keep it fully occupied; the B.A.F.O.
Clubs are a separate entity, banded together
as the Association of B.A.F.O. Gliding
Clubs. It is clear, however, that other
overseas. Commands of the Royal Air
Force offer a fruitful field for future
developments, and there is nothing im
possible in the thought that a boy who first
learned his gliding in the A.T.C. may one
day break altitude records whilst serving,
say, in Aden or Rhodesia.

There is nothing new in the interest of
members of the Royal Air Force in gliding.
It will be remembered that FILl. (now
Group Captain) G. M. Buxton once held
the British altitude re.cord, and that he was

also designer of the Hjordis high per
formance sailplane., which once held the
British distance record. That design was
subsequently developed into the King Kite,
three of which were flown by the British
team at an International contest in 1937
one by FILl. P. McG. Watt, who lost his
life in a Hampden during the war.

After the war, interest in soaring was
stimulated by the capture in Germany of
much equipment, which has been put to
good use in the B.A.F.O. Clubs. Experience
obtained in B.A.F.O. by all ranks is now
spread wide throughout the Service; it has
created many ardent enthusiasts for
gliding and soaring as a pastime of special
value to the Royal Air Force. The Royal
Air Force Gliding and Soaring Association
is the result.

NOTE:-For those members of the R.A.F.
who are interested and have not yet joined,
full details of subscription fees, flying
charges, Command representatives, etc.",
and how to join, will be found in the
following Air Ministry orders: N. 1237/49,
N. 317150, N. 404/50 and N. 512/50.

Flying Officer' P. G. Mallett (left) and Flight Lieutenant R. C. Forbes at the International
Contest in Switzerland two years ago, when they flew in, the British, team. They are again

taking part in this year's International Gliding Contest in Sweden.•
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On VI. Blind Flying
by Philip Wills, GB.E.

The first query about V.1. Blind Flying is
that of the Russian abolJt the elephant
"Does it exist?"

The main evidence that there is some new
blind-flying tec.hnique which has been
stumbled on by a few sailplane pilots lies
in the results Qf recent national and inter
national competitions. At Samaden in
1948 and at Elmira in 1949 there were Qne
or two pilots who, whenever high-altitude
blind-flying was involved, would regularly
achieve heights not merely a few hundred,
but several thousand feet greater than the
others. who would come out within a few
hundred feet of each other.

all the first competition day at Samaden
in 1948, a large cum1l1o-nimbus formed
almost over the airfield, into which at
least 13 sailplanes climbed almost at once.
(I must have been the 13th, because my
barograph packed up on this flight and I
lost my height marks).

When I came out, at 20',000 ft. on my
altimeter, I saw to my surpr~se that the
cloud waS the shape of an enormous dumb
bell on end: a lower mass. a narrow con
necting column, topped by' an upper mass.
Two pilots emerged from the upper mass;
the other eleven or so failed to centre them
selves accurately enough in the centre of
the upcurrent to rise through the narrow
column into the top cloud. This centering
had been done unconsciously and auto
maticafly.

Solutions of the "magic hands" order are
very much suspect, and the more likely
answer seems to be a new technique. When
service and professional civil pilots fail to
achieve results as good as amateurs wbo
have had no standard course in blind
flying, it would seem that the stan-dard
blind-flying training methods are not
suited to the requirements of sailplane
blind-flying, for which they were never
designed anyway.

What is this new technique?' I must say
at once that I am not certain that I know,
and tbe answer will only come when a
qualified bli.nd-flying instructor can be
taken into a cumulo-nimbus by one of the

few, to see for himself and report on what
goes on. But I suspect that the root of the
matter lies in the different psychological
approach.

Blind-flying is at root a state of mind.
So long as a pilot is at ease, he is all right:
immediately he gets worried or ratigued.
he is in trouble. In power flying, the Tum
and Bank imlicator is the primary instru
ment;-it is also a difficult one, so that
PQwer pilots are given other, simpler
instruments to interpret, only falling back
on the Turn and 'Bank when things go
wrong.

In sailplanes. the Turn and Bank is a
secondary instrument"':'secondary to the
va'riometer. The sailplane pilot uscs-or
should use-his Turn and Bank to ehase
the indications of the variometer, and car
ries out all sorts of manoeuvres to a degree
unheard of in power flying, in doing so.

lt is for this reason that I suggest the
name of V.I. (Variometer Interpretation)
Blind Flying for this technique.

As to the results, I can only speak per
sonally. But whilst my power-flying liriends
who have received standard blind-flying
training, find that in a sailplane they get
much assistance from the use of an arti
ficial horizon (a most expensive. heavy and
space-using device), f, who have not, find
I can manoeuvre indefinitely in rough
cloud on a simple Turn and Bank without
experiencing fatigue, Since fatigue must
arise from repressed nervous tension, and
since I am by no means a placid type, this
must mean that the nervous conflict, of
physical sensations at war with instrument
interpretation, is greatly reduced when
using V.I. technique.

If this is eventu'llly confirmed, the pos
sible value to professional power pilots of
some blind-flyin.g training in sailplanes is
clearly a very Important question. The
eventual arrival of a two-seater high-per
formance sailplane in this country should
bring the answer. If it isn't confirmed, then
people like me have got "magic hands"
or rather, magic Eustachian tubes. 1 'doubt
it very much.
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Gliding Records
International gliding records, as recog

nised by the Federation Aeronautique
Internationale on 1st January, 1950, are as
follows:- .

Single seaters
Duration: 40 hrs. 51 mins. by Guy

Marchand (France) on 16th-18th March,
1949. (A flight of 53 hrs. 52 mina. by E.
Jachtmann (Germany) in 1943 is not
officially recognised).

Distance in straight line: 749.2 km.
(465.5 miles) by Olga Klepikova (U.S.S.R.)
on 6th July, 1939.

Goal and return: 368.8 km. (229.2 miles)
by Paul B. MacCready (U.S.A.) on 16th
July, '947.

Goalftight: 602.4 km. (374.3·miIes by P.
Savtzov (U.S.S.R.) on 31st July, 1939.

Altitude above take-off: 8,050 metres
(26,411 ft.) by Per Axel Persson (Sweden)
on 12th July 1947.

Absolute altitude: 10,211 metres (33,500
ft.) by John Robinson (U.SA.) on 1st
July, 1949. (Harland Ross, in U.S.A.
reached 36,100 ft. on 27th January this
year).

Spef!d over lookm. triangular colltse:
69.6 km/hr. (43.2 m.p.h.) by S. MaUler
(Switzerland) on 22nd July, 1948.

Multi-seatel's
Duration: 50 hr. 26 mins. by A. Bodecker

and K. H. Zander (Germany) on 9th-llth
December, 1938.

Distance in straight line: 619. km.
(385.1 miles) by I. Kartacbev'~ P.
Savtzov (U.S.S.R.) on 17th July. 1938.

Out and return: 416.1 km. (257.9 miles)
by I. Kartachev and V. Petrotehonkova
(U.S.S.R.) on 12th June. 1940.
. Goal flight: 495.0 km. (307.6 milIls) by I.
Kartaehev and V. Petrotchenkova(U.S.s.R)
on 19th June, 1940.

Altitude gain: 6,780 metres (22,244 ft.) by
Guy Rousselet and LOOn Faivre (France)
on 21st September, 1948.

British Records
SiDgle seaters

Duration: 15 hrs. 47 mins. by A. N.
Young at Long Mynd, Church St:retton,
18th August, 1938.

Distance: 232.6 miles by P. A. Wills,
Hatfield to Gerrans, CornwalL 1st May,
1949.

Out and return: 147.2 miles by C. J.
Wingfield in U.SA., 16th July, 1947.

Goalftight: 192.6 miles by R. C. Forbes,
Fassberg to Cologne, Germany, and by J.
F. P. Archbold over same course, 19th
May, 1948.

Altitude gain: 15,247 ft. by P. A. Wills,
at Long Mynd, 23rd June, 1946.
Speed over 100 km. trianguitJr course: 29.2
in.p.h. by P. A. Wills in Switzerland, 22nd
.Tuly, 1948.
Multi-seatel's

Duration: 22 hrs. 14 mins. by W. B.
Murray and J. S. Sproule at Dunstable,
9th-10th July, 1938.

Distance: 138.9 miles by K. L. Him and
K. Simpson, Gutersloh to Hamburg (Ger
many), 28th May, 1949.

Out and return: 77.2 miles by J. W. S.
Pringle and J. Grantham, Cambridge to
Dunstable and ba<;k, 12th August, 1949.

Goal flight: 118.2 miles by C. Nicholson
and G. P. Blake. Yeovil to Bramcote,
Warwickshire, 17th .June, 1947. .

Altitude gain: 10,080 ft. by J. A,. Gran
tham and B. E. Bell, Cambridge, 24th
July, 1949.

U.K. Local Records
A British record can be set up by a

British pilot anywhere. A U.K. local
reoord can be set up by any pilot who
starts his flight in the United Kingdom. The
f9110wing differ from the official British
records:-
SiDgIe seaters

Goalf(igh,: 192.9 miles by D. H. G. Ince,
Long Mynd to Yarmouth, 9th August,
1949.

Out and return: 126 miles by G. H.
~tephenson,Redhill to 'Thruxton and back,
16th April, 1950.

Duration: 33 hrs. 5 mins. by L. Marmol
(Czechoslovakian) at Dunstable, 12th-13th
April, 1949.
Multi-seaters

Distance: 126 miles by K. Haberstich
and K. Fahrlander (Swisst Bramcote to
Hampstead, Norfolk, 25th June, 1947.



The aircraft can 1J'e' tlistiiiguUlted by the competition numbe
"

Kranich

Gull I ..

EoNOI

Gull I ..

EoNOlym
EoNOl
.I'M,Qffln
EoNOlymp
Petrel ..
Sedbergh T

Sedbergh

Gull IV
EoN Olyrnpil
Prefect..

EoNOlym

Kranich
EoN Olym
GrunauBa

MU 13a

Surrey Gliding Club (R= . . . .
AJ ult!ft!iiE emps. l~~, 8'-'1 ..

, '(lI8fJlell.M; Essex)
Derbyshire & LancashireGlidiAg Club ..

(Grea1;' HucJaow.,·Derbyshire)
Surrey Gliding Club (Redbil1) , .. . .
Bristol Gliding Club .,. . .
?he .\trm) I1)in~ g~e E'=eIM8,18wii)
W. T. Fisher (Cheltenham. Olos.) ..
A. de Redder (Newcastle-on.:-Tyne) , .. • •
Air Training Corps: 89 Gli~ ~ool ..

(Chri~h,Hants.)
Air Training Corps: Reserve Command Gliding

Instructors' School~ ent)
London Gliding Club ~unstabl BC'ds.) ..
London Gliding Cub unstabl Beds.) ..
Air Training Corps: 6 Group., A.F. . .

f).ey. Bucks.)
H. C. G. Buckingham (Newbury, eiks.) ..

Cambridge University Gliding Club .. . .
Cambridge University Gliding Club .. '.'
Air Training Corps: 64 (Northern R;cserve) Group

(Yorks.) ,., .. '...
Royal Naval Gliding & ~oaring ~ti.on .•

. ' (portsuibQth, Hants.)
Royal Naval Gliding & Soarin$ ~tion ..

(poi'tstDOuth. Hants.)
Air Training Corps: 203.Gliding School ..

(SydepJwn, NPrthern Ireland)
D. H. G. Inee (Glasgow)· . . • . . .

No. Entrant
1. T. Rex Young (Bristol) . . . . . .
2. P. A. Wills (Maidenhead, Berks.). .. ..
3. Air TraiDingCorps: 188 Gliding School ..

(Barrow-in-Furness)
4. Frank Foster (Famham CommOD, Bucks.)
,. Imperial College Gliding Cub . . . .

(S. Kensin8ton. London)
6. H. G. Cartwright (Little Gaddesden, BucJcs.) ..
7. Ncweastle Gliding Club (Newcastle-on-l'yne) ..
8. Surrey Gliding Club (RedhiD.; Surrey) .•
9. H. C. G. Buckingbam (Newbury. Berks.)

10.
n.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.

20.
21.
22-

23. '

-24.
25.
26.

27.

28.

29.

30.



, Derbyshire, 22nd to 30th July inclusive

Frank Foster, P. A. Lang
F. G. Irving, Miss M. Gilbert, P. Murden

H. K. eartwright, G. Lee
A. Coulson, S. C. O'Grady
W. A. H. Kahn, D. Brown
Bomber Command R.A.F. Team (High Wycombe, Bucks) :

F/U. A.rchbold, F/O.Latham, F/Lt. Robins, F/O. Page
P. Blanchard, A. Deane Drummond, W. Jordan, G. Gregory
F/Lt. Anderson, H. B. Sadler

R. C. Roper

T. E. H. Beck, L. J. W. Hall, R. S. Hooper
K. W. Turner, C. Staffurth
R. Swinn, Lt/Col. Dickson
W. T. Fisher, S. Feeves, D. Fletcher, L. Zeyfort
A. de Redder, S. C. O'Grady
F. R. E. Hayter, P. J. Squelch, J. C. ADan, G. F. Ball

G. W. Chmman Thomos

C. A. P. BIlls, John Hurry, A. E. Rowley
G. H. Stephenson
E. Erdman, H. R. Watson, B. Gould, W. Watson

Maintenance Command RA.F. (Andover, Hants.) S/Ldr.
A. A. J. Saunders, FILt. Meidzybrodski

J. H. Edwards, J. Grantham, T. G. Phillips, F. R. Ward
B. E. Bell, A. L. L. Alexander, D. R. Oayton, D. L. Martlew
H. Neuhroch, G. Fumiss, G. A. Hinchcliffe, W. D. Campion

L/Cmdr. G. A. J. Goodhart, L/Cmdr. H. C. N. Goodhart

L/Cmdr. H. C. N. Goodhart

R. J. Browne, D. B. Hamilton

D. H. G. Ince

Pilots (Name ofTeam Captain in Italics)
T. Rex Young, J. M. Heron, E. A. Thompson, A. F. Gotch
P. A. Wills
L. Redshaw

. ted on them. The Sedbergh and Kranich types are two-seaters



N boM GlldlUg Cbntest 1930

A:WARDS arid PIqZES

J. Prizes
The winner of the Contests will be:.the der wbich amasses th greatest

number ofmarks during.the Cont~tI;. ~ will bt awarded to the entrants
of the gliders placed first, second and'thir in accordance with a separate
prize list.

The Organisers will announce~ ttOphies, awards and Daily
Prizes to be competed for during the °Cotlt

2. CODtest wards .
The roiIo~ CupS and Trophie are arded annUally for perform

ances during the National Contests:-

LoacIoacIerry Cup .. . . To the Gliding Club nominating a a member
of a Club Tc8.JJ1 the pilot earning the greatest
nuniber or mark .

L. Du GarcIe Peach Trophy To the Club whose team eam the
greate$t f marks.

FIrth Vfekers 1)'opby For t1,le p:rfonnance by a British pilot
in a Bri ed and built sailplane.

EoN Cup • • For oom among entrants of which-
ever type of . -built glider is numerically
the strolJ8lllt 'Contests. Awarded·to the
entrant of the ·dor ·of that type which earns
the ,grCatcst n ·.of marks.

3. Ammal Awards
the following Cues .and Tr-o~AJ Open to Competition by

British nationals for tJi8 year endii:JS 31St bcr:-
De IIafIIIaDI ea; .. 9reatest hCi the year.

MaDlo Clip .. Best goal fligh dng the year.

W8kefteli ttopJiy •• longest cUsta during the year.

VoIk Cup • • • . Best '"8Dd- Jligbt during the year.

Se8ger Cup • . Best -seq,r performance during the year

The method of tlWtUding marks jor ~ormJlll;e is. t/ut:ribed on Q1IOther page
in the article "CompetitkRI Flying"



Soaring the Channel
The first public announcement of an in

tention to soar across the English Channel
was made in September, 1922, by Captain
E. D. C. Herne. This was a month a~ter

the Germans had first shown it possible to
keep a glider up for more than an hour.
Captain Herne, who flew air liners to
Paris for Daimler Airways, told the
jlt/alJchester Guardian that he had often
felt the lift from a vertical air stream when
crossing the Kent coast, and his intention
was to soar "several thousand feet" in this
i::urrent and then glide across to France.
His glider was at that lime under construc
tion at Stag Lane, and had a designed
gliding angle of fin 17. It was ai::tually
being built fOr the hford soaring contest of
October, 1922, duriAg whieh it made a
glide of 2t minutes. A day or two later,
when being launi::hed into a high wind, the
wing lips oeveloped fluuer and broke off.
11 is jusl as well that this happened at 20
feet above ltford Hill, rather than "several
thousand feet" above the Kent coast.

Since it would need a wind from the sea
to produce lift over the cliffs, Captain
Herne would have had 10 set off fOr France
against the wind. To avoid this disadvan
tage, P. Michelson, who kept his Cloud
craft Phantom sailplane 00 a hill near
Dover for several weeks in 1932, hoped to
gain height over a hill in the neighbourhood
which faced north-west. so as 10 m'!ke the
crossing ,in a following \\Iind-preferably
a very slrong one. But he kept his machine
picketed down in the open, and it was
damaged by marauders before the right
wind came along.

Neither of these pilots rC<1lly had a hope
of climbing high enough [or the crossing;
even at the Southdown Gliding Club, with
modern sailplanes, 2,000 ft. is the most
attainable over Beachy Head.

Meanwhile, the Daily Mail had decided,
in April, 1930, to hold a gliding com
petition in the summer of 193·1. But when
details were announced, it was found that
{I ,000 could be wOn for <I double crossing
of the Channel made from an aeroplane
tow to an unlimited height. One entry,
which failed to turn up, was to have been
launched from a balloon!

On the opening day of the contest, 20th
June. 1931, Rober! Kronfeld was towed
up to 10,000 feet from St. Inglevert in his

Wien sailplane and glided across to Dover,
after which he was towed again to 9,000
feet and glided back to France, thus win
ning the prize. Another competitor, Herr
Krause, made two attempts in a Falke.
The first time, he cast off at 7,000 feet
because he had got below the aeroplane.
and the second time he released at 3,000
feet because he had forgotten to take his
barograph. Other entries were C. M. C.
Turner, founder of the Channel Glid,ing
Club, and ·P. Michelson. '

The day before these events, Lissan(
Beardmore, sponsored by the Daily Express,
crossed the Channel in his Professor sail
plane after a tow to about 12,000 ft., but
it was never established whether he released
over England or over the Channel. It
should be emphasized th'!t none of these
crossings was a soaring flight; they were
just plain downward gl.ides after gain of
height by mech'lnical means.

Not until 22nd April, 1939, was the
first crossing made by means of soaring
flight, which is the purpose for which sail
planes are designed. On that day, G. H.
Stephenson was launched in h.is Gul'l J
from the London Gliding Club at Dunstable
at 2.55 p.m. (13.55 G.M.T.), climbed to
4,000 feet, and set off with a 40 m,p.h.
north-west wind behind him. He was
dowl1 to 1,000 feet over Hawkinge, near
Folkestone, got a thermal there, climbed
up into a cloud and emerged from it at
6,000 feet just off the COast. He then
glided across the Channel, reaching the
French coast at 2,600 feet, and landed 10
miles east of Boulogne without having
encountered any more th-::rmals. He had
flown 127 miles.

Two more crossings were made on 12th
April this year, both in soaring flight.
Lorne Welch flew from the Surrey Gliding
Club at Redhill to Melsbroek Aerodrome,
Brussels, 210 mites; and FIt. Lt. L. A.
Miller from Detling to Coxyde, in Belgium,
93 miles. Accounts of these flights are'
given in the following pages; also some
details of two attempts at Channel cros~

ings, starting from Cambridge, in wl1ich
the pilots were unable to reach the Channel
coast, but from which some useful lessons
may be· learnt. Finally, the meteorOlogical
factors involved in making a Channe'l
crossing are discussed,
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Redhill to Brussels by Sailplane
by Lame Welch

(Reproduced by courtesy of "The Aeroplane ")

A glider pilot's approach to flying is
essentially different from that of the aero
plane pilot. Unless the weather is bad, the
light aeroplane pilot is usually able to fly
direct to his destination. On the other
hand, the glider pilot who wishes to fly
across country must choose his route and
time his flight so as to make the best pos
sible use of the weather conditions; if con
ditions are bad or he makes a single wrong
decision he will come straight down.

Since most upcurrents are quite small in
area it is necessary, when going across
country in a glider, to gain height by circling
and then glide straighl in the required
direction until it is time to look for more
lift. Gliders are 1!Jsually flown at an airspeed
of about 40 m.p.h., but since so much time
has to be spent circling, cross-country
speeds are slow. [n still air it is difficult to
average more than 25 m.p.h., so that it is
an advantage to have a following wind.

From Redhill it is impossible to use the
unstable westerly and north-westerly winds
without crossing Ihe Channel. As this
direction holds the only possibilities of a
really long trip, I had for some time wanted
to get across to see what could be made of
conditions on the other side.

Wlrten I got up On April 12 I had no
intention ofgoing across country. I thought
that it would be another day for instruction
in the two-seater and doing an aerotow or
two. However, by 09.00 hrs. the sky was
covered with wonderful-looking cumulus,
and this, together with a west-north
westerly wind made me think that it mighl
be a possible "Channel day."

Owing to the lack of AlRMET the only
weather information that I was able to get
quickly was from The Times, and, of course,
lhe ordinary aerodrome weather report.
These, however, looked very good and, as
the other members of the club said tllat
they would cope without me, I decided at
about 09.40 hrs. to have a shot at it.

The next half-hour was frantic, as i,t was
obvious that unless I could get airborne
soon a wonderful day would be wasted.
We collected the glider, tug, tow rope,

barograph and all the rest of lhe junk on'
the far side of the aerodrome, and J took
off at 10.08 hrs. behind our Auster, piloted
by Bob Garnett. The sky looked excellent
with good cumulus in all d·rections.

I had asked to be towed a couple of miles
upwind of the aerodrome. Four minutes
after take-off, I released at 1,500 ft. in a
good thermal (all heights, incidentally, ar~

above sea level, alltirnes are G.M.T.). Six
minutes laler I reached 3,000 ft. and turned
down wind, soaring without any difficulty,
following the railway line towards Ashford.
Cloud base was about 4,000 ft. ShOftly
after passing the town I entered cloud for
the first time, reaching 8,500 ft., and the
glide from there brought me at 11.30 hrs.
near Lympne at 7,000 ft.

The next hour and a half was maddening.
I decided thaI, in view of the fact that the'
wind was very westerly, J would not attempt
to cross the Channel unless I was at least
8,000 ft. over tile coast. There were great
masseS of cumulus drifting out to sea. I
tried one cloud after another and, although
I could get into them without any difficulty,
I never got more than 6,700 ft. before the
lift faded.

Each time I came Out of the clouds on a
north-westerly heading I found myself a
mile or two out to sea. The clouds were in
very large masses, and when among them
it was almost impossible to see their struc
ture and to find out which were the good
bits. After wasting this hour and a half
fumbling around to no good purpose over
Folkestone and Dover, I realized that it
was a waste of time, and lhat if I wanted
to get any height I should have to go in
land and catch a good cloud before it died
out.

Finally, just after J3,00 hrs., I entered a
decent-looking cloud about three miles
north-west of Dover.

The base was 5,200 ft., and this time it
really had some lift in it; at 13.12 I reached
8,500 ft. According.\o my reckoning, I was
then over Dover', so I decided that the time
had at last come to set course.

Turning on to a compass course of aboul
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150 degrees 1 carried on through the cloud.
I had expected to sink, but it was much
worse than I had feared and height was lost
'surprisingly rapidly.

During the cloud-flying around Dover I
had been above freezing level an the time,
.and had accumulated ice on the cockpit
·cover as well as a strip along the leading
7dge of t.he wing. This was only about two
Jnches hIgh and an inch thick but it ob
viously affected the performan~e cOlllsider
.ably. Ice had blocked the pitot about three
quart.ers of an hour previously and al
though a glider is quite easy to f1y'on sound
and feel, it is difficult to keep the speed
·exactly right without an airspeed indicator.

The rapid loss of height from 8,500 ft.
down to 5,600 ft. in SOme six minutes was
-~ue mainly to flying in sinking air. The
Ice and inaccurate flying, however must
have contributed to this to some ext~nt.

At 5,600 ft. I emerged through the
southern edge of the bank of cloud, to find
myself about a third of the way across the
Channel. Looking back, the coast of Eng
land seemed surprisingly far away, but the
·coast ahead seemed infinitely farther. There
was an awful moment when I felt that it
would be impossible to reach France and
that it would be better to attempt to return.
However, a little thought showed that this
.also would be quite impossible and, there
fore, there was nothing for it but to go 00,
and hope that my calculations were right.

The view was wonderful. Ahead and on
the right was Cap Gris Nez under a com
pletely blue sky. There were some small
cumulus a few miles inland from the French
·coast, and to the east of Calais these clouds
were much larger and appeared to lie along
the coast. There were some ships below in
mid-Channel.

After cloud flying, everything appeared
-extremely bnght, and the strips of white
ice glistened on the re.d leading edges of the
wmgs. From my drift the wind appeared
to have a westerly component and so I
kept aiming for the nearest land.

It seemed almost impossible that we
should ever reach land, so J concentrated
·on flying as steadily as possible althouoh
the airspeed indicator was still no't worki;g.
However, when down to about 3 000 ft
1 realized with relief that there really would
be qUite a lot of height In hand, so I turned
a little to the left towards Calais, as that
seemed to be the nearest place where lift
might be expected.

The coast was crossed at 2,000 ft., 22
minutes after setting course and, shortly
afterwards, when down to J,400 ft., 1
found my first French thermal. This was
not much good, and a few minutes later,
when the cloud shadow covering Calais
drifted away, I moved over to the town and
caught quiu: a reasonable thermal which
took me up to cloud base at 4,000 ft.

While circling up I had time to consider
the position. The surface wind appeared
to be wesJ-soutb-west, while that at cloud
base, as shown by the movements of the
cloud shadows, was almost due westerly.
Inland there were small cumulus not more
than J,000 ft. thick, but along the coast the
clouds were larger and looked much better.
It was then that I decided to drop the idea of
flying south-east into France, and instead
to see if I could work my way along parallel
to the coast into Belgium.

Keeping on the southern side of the
almost continuous belt of cloud that
stretched along the coast. J found good lift,
and one hour after settjng course from
Dover 1 was a few miles south of Dunkirk.
The cloud base rose gradually and was
soon at 4,800 ft. The amount of cloud .to
the north increased and I edged gradually
towards the south in order to keep over
country which was still in sunshine.

Everything seemed to be going very well,
but near Roulers I got do-.m to 1,300 ft.
before I found any lift at all; and then spent
an agOnIZIng quarter of an hour circling
over some wretched little market town with
out gaining any height at all. Up to this
time I had not been really worried about
finding a good landing place, but now the

Lorne Welch.
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fields were divided into tiny strips and there
seemed so many power wires, that I could
not see anywhere suitable for a landing.
During the interminable circling in this
patchy lift I kept altering my position
slightly to try and find better conditions
andeventua.lly; by shifting continually
down-wind, I found stronger lift and was
soon up to 3,000 ft.

Ahead, the line of cloud which I had
been following was much more definite,
with dark black underside and a fairly
clearcut southern edge. The main ba~

looked about 5,000 ft., but underneath it,
at various places, were curious small wisps
of cloud, some as low as 3,000 ft. I flew
through one at this height,and although
the air quite close to it was still, inside the
wisp the lift was more than 1,000 ft./min.,
and a few circles soon took me up to cloud
base, the wisp moving up with me.

As I approached cloud base the wisps
grew IIntil in effect they formed an exten
sion of the main cloud at a slightly lower
level. I did not go into the main cloud, but
carried on flying in the bigger wisps. As a
result of being able to fly straight, instead
of circling endlessly, T was able to make
good time, and the 25 miles from Roulers
to the Scheldt which T crossed near
Audenarde, were covered at an average
speed of 50 m.p.h.

At 15.57 hrs., when near Ninove, the
conditioos altered slightly, as the great
bank of cloud which I had been following
became less well defined, with more broken
cumul\ils on its southern side, so I decided
that it would pay to get as high as possible
while lift was available, instead of con
tinuing underneath. I managed to work
my way up to cloud base, and reached
8,200 ft. before the lift faded out.

Coming out on a south-easterly course, I
found great tangled masses of cumulus,
most of which looked fairly dead, b'!t
ahead and on the left the oUJline of thiS
amqzing baJlk of cloud could still be seen,
so I flew along parallel to it. After a little
PUZZled map-reading I decided that I was
about J2 miles west of Brussels.

The bank of cloud stretched on to the
east-north-east and appeared to go about
five miles north of Brussels. Its outline
was well defined and, judging by the shape
of the top, which Testimated to be between
10,~ ft. to 12,000 ft., it was still fairly
active. However, its lower edges were much
more ragged than they had been previously,

A "Weibe" sailplane of tile type in wbich
Mr. Welcb crossed tbe Cbanne.l.

and I felt that it would be pretty dead
underneath.

The time had come 10 make a decision,
and there seemed three possible courses:
(1) To glide !>traight ahead over Brussels
and land at one of the aerodromes marked
on my map--Evere or Melsbroek-which
I should obviously reach with plenty of
height in hand. (1) To fly north and see if I
could make any more of this bank of cloud,
knowing that if I failed there would prob
ably not be enough height to get back. (3)'
To glide on straight ahead and land in a
field.

The decision was influenced by the fact
that there was no very great object in
attempting to go farther unless I stood a
reasonable chance of going an additionat.
40 miles, and thus beating Philip Wills's
British distance record. Also a retrieve'
from a Customs aerodrome byaero-tow
would be much simpler than a sea and road
retrieve from some field.

In view of all this I decided to land at
one of the aerodromes near Brussels. The'
middle of the town was crossed at about
4,000 ft. and after having a look at Evere,
which appeared to be a military aerodrome,
I decided to land at Melsbroek, which,
fron:- the size of the control buildings, was
obVIously civil. I reached there at 16.30'
hrs. !it 2,700 ft., 'lOd after doing a vast
CIrcuIt at about lOO m.p.h. with the dive
brakes open, I landed on the grass in front
of Control at 16.35 hrs.

The aerodrome authorities were ex
tremely helpful, after the initial consterna
tio~ cau.sed by the fact that I had neither
engme nor radio, and I was looked after'
very well for the next two days. The tow
back was made by an Auster brought out
from England by Ann Douglas.
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By Sailplane to the Continent
by F fL. L. A. Miller

(Reproduced by courtesy of " Flight ")

The location of the Reserve Command
'Gliding Instructors' School at Detling.
'some 30 miles west of the Straits of Dover.
makes long-distance flights to the Con
tinent a frequent possibility in unstable
westerly to north-westerly winds, Ten
tative arrangements were therefore made
·some weeks ago for aero-tow retrieving
facilities from the Continent to be available
should a successful Channel crossing be
made,

On Wednesday, 12th April, the person
nel of R.A.F. Station Detling were on
delayed "Easter" leave, and at 10 a,m. on
that day I saw that conditions seemed
favourable for a high, long-distance flight
towards the east. Arriving at Detling at
11 a.m., I prepared for a winch launch in
an old Gull I-a sailplane of pre-war vin
tage by Slingby's, and of similar design
to the one flown across the Channel in
1939 by Mr. Stephenson. As most of
R.A.F. Detling was on leave, it was not
until 12.15 that I was able to get away,
being winched off to 1,000 feet by the Kent
A.T.e. Wing Adjutant, F/L. Emberley.

After releasing, I circled to cloud-base
at 4.000 feet and then found that the wind
was carrying me too far northwards of my
desired track to Folkestone. From a
position three miles north ·of Canterbury,
ther-efore, I started to work my way south.
'This proved a difficult operation in the
Gull I, which has limited powers of pene
tration (it was designed in 1937. I believe).
and at one time I thought I would be forced
to land.

However, soon after 1.15 p.m., I found
a narrow but strong thermal which took
me to cloud-base at 5,000 feet. by which
time I was seven or eight miles south-west
of Folkestone. I eventually reached the
coast at North Folkestone .at 2 p.m. and
flew two or three miles out over the Straits
of Dover.

I was experiendng very slight icing just
beneath the cloud, and recalled tbat tQe
meteorological forecast had given severe
icing in cloud above a freeZing level of

3.000 feel. However, condjtions were such
that I could utilize the cloud lift to gain
height, and this I decided to do. Entering
cloud, I climbed in smooth lift of about
6 ft/sec. to 9.000 ft., at which height the
turbulence bCcame quite severe. As the
machine was then heavily iced, with clear
ice an inch or more thick on the leading
edges and struts, I straightened up on a
course of 120 deg. magnetic. The cockpit
cover was, of course, also coated with ice,
and the air-speed indicator had stopped
working. Instruments remaining in use
were the electric turn-and-slip indicator.
altimeter, inclinometer, variometer and
compass.

Under these conditions I descended to
7,000 ft., and saw that I had left a line of
cumulus clouds which extended up the
Straits of Dover. .I checked the surface
wind from tne white-eaps and found that
in order to reach the French coast-which
I could see beneath a clear blue sky some
eight miles to the south-it was necessary
to make good a track almost at right
angleS to the wind. My position at that
time was approximately north-west of
Calais, from where the coast recedes
eastwards.

The coast looked very far distant in
view of the ice which the machine was
carrying, the strong cross-wind, and the

"Gull" sailplane of the type in which both
G. H. Stephenson and L. A. Miller crossed

the Channel.
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probable performance of the <.iulI r under
such conditions. Still without A.S.!., I
flew to get a rate of sink of two metres
"down" on the variometer (about 4 ft/sec.).
Keeping Calais in view, I finally crossed
the coast west of Calais at an indicated
height of 900 ft. above sea level. After
flying over the wide stretch of sands Tfound
a thermal and dimbed to cloud-base at
3,800 ft., whence T made off down a wind
\vhich was blowing straight up the coast
towards Belgium. The actual Channel
crossing had taken slightly over one hour.

The late start which I had made from
Detting now prevented further flight for,
at 900 ft. with r.lothing but "dead" sky
ahead, I was forced to look for' a landing
place. T saw an airfield below (Coxyde)
and landed at 3.50 p.m. at a dispersal point
near to the runway in use.

1 fQund that Coxyde was a Belgian Air
force base, commanded by Colonel Arends,
and I became the guest of No. I Fighter
Squadron (Commandant Roger de Weser)
during my .enforced stay there. I was

later retrieved by an Auster from England.
In the past I have been employed for

some years as a long-range heavy transport
pilot on trans~an flights. The wcather
experience which Tgame? dUrIng that lime
in the Bay of Bengal dUrIng the monsoons,
coupled with two years' transatlantic
flying, ha~ .helped considerably in my
gliding aCllvl~les. To others who ~III un
doubtedly wIsh to attempt long-distance
flights to Europe, I would stress that instru
ment·f1ying experience is essential. Given
a sound knowledge of meteorology, good
instrument flying and good planning, even
low-performance sailplanes are possible
record·breakers in the higher wind speeds
and unstable conditions of winter weather.

We regret to record that F./Lt. L. A.
Miller lost his life on 11 th May while
practising aerobatics near Detling. where
he was OR the staff of the R.A.F. In
structors' Gliding School. He was aged
46.-ED.

Cambridge to Canterbury
Le Touquet was optimistically declared

aSlneu' goal when T. Gil Phillips and
David Carrow prepared to start from
Camb.ridge ifi the University Gliding Club's
Kranich. On the way to Marshall's aero
drume they tossed for position; Phillips
wvn the front seat and Carrvw took the
back.

The following account of their flight has
been supplied by Mr. Phillips. It was made
on 23rd April, this year.

At 12 o'clock (11.00 G.M.T.) they were
towed off into a north-westerly wind of
"10-15 m.p.h. by a Tiger Moth, which took
tllem 13 miles upwind to St. Ives. T.hey
released at 3,000 ft. just north of the River
Ouse, right under a su bstantial cumulus,
then turned and entered the cloud, and
immediately got 5 to IQ fL/seC. lift,. whi.ch
took them up to about 5,800 ft. Lift was
fairly turbulent and they had some difficulty
in getting on to a compass course of about
1700

•

Carrow, in the back seat, got the Kranich
on track out of the cloud, and they then

carried on course till they saw Cambridge
below them from about 3,000 ft. The unly
likely-looking clouds to be seen irom the,e
were almost due east in the directlun ul
Newmarket, so they pressed on 3":'IU"

MaTshall's towards a cloud over Bottisham
which looked promising. At this stage,
when they were down to 2,000 ft., Carrow
suggested that if they were going to laud
at Marshall's they had better turn back at
once.

:Being torn between the alternatlves of
turning .back and of burning their Qoats by
contInUing towards the cloud, they re·
mamed In a state of indecision for so long
that they did nothing, and eventually nit
lIft at about 1,600 ft. where they were.
This gave them a climb to 3,000' ft. and
enabled them 'to reach a fairly good cumu
lus over Newmarket, which took them up
to 6,000 ft. The cloud base, in all the climbs
dUrIng thiS day, was. between 4,000 and
4,500 ft" and the lift seemed to die out
gradually to nOthing at just on 6,000 ft.
They camed on flying southwards on a
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course of 170°, making one climb of about
2,000 ft. on the way, and eventually pin
pointed themselves at Maldon at about
2,000 ft., having probably passed over
Halstead while in cloud. They found weak
lift at Maldon between the town and an
island in the Blackwater, and dimbed to
3,000 ft. Froom th,is height they pressed on
due south to Burnham-on-Crouch, and at
1,600 ft. over a small island in the river
. hey got weak lift to' 3,000 ft. again.

After these struggles, they had now
decided to land at Southend Airport in the
hope of getting an aero-tow home. To
reach Southend they had to fly almost due
west, as the wind had taken them too far
east d.uring their struggles over the Crouch.
They circled the airfield at about J,000 ft.
and got a weak thermal, which took them
up to 2,000 ft. and drifted tbem out over
the pier. Phillips was keen to explore the.
coast-line off Southend, to see if there was
any undercutting of the prevailing north
west wind by a sea breeze, so he flew along
parallel to the coast, a Iittle over a mile
off-shore (beyond the end of the pier), and
had smooth lift varying from 0 to 3 ft/sce.
up to 2,500 ft. Then, after starting a turn
towards the town, they had a strong thermal
of 10 ft/sec. while still over the sea, and
this took them right up to 6,000 ft., back
into clOUd.

As a result, they now decided to carry
on over the river, and flew towards Whit-

stable on the Kent coast, leaving the north
shore of the Isle of Sheppey about a mile
lo their right. In fact, they crossed 17 miles
of water on their way to Whitstable, flying
at an indicated air speed of 65, trimming
hands-off in perfectly smooth air with the
variometer reading between 2 and 3 ft/sec.
down.

After crossing tbe coast they ran into
downdraughts of up to 7 to 10 ft/sec." but
pressed on towards Ca.nterbury where some
promising cumuli were going up. However,
on approaching Canterbury at 1,500 ft.
they noticed a high mass of stratified cumu
lus drifting down upon them from the
direction of London. This gradually c.ut
off all the sun over the Canterbury area,
and they ended up at about 900 ft. over
some rising ground a few miles south-east
of Canterbury, where they had one bump
of 5 ft/sec. up, which disappeared as soon
as they attempted to turn in it.

Phillips had picked a large field near a
village about a mile downwind; and decided
that they'd had it, so he made a normal
landing close to a large farm almost in the
middle of the village, making the approach
between a barn and the church steeple.
The village turned out to be Wickham
breux, about 12 miles short of Dover.
They landed at exactly 4 p.m. (15.00
G.M.T.). Twenty minutes after their
landing, the sky cleared again and good
cumulUS aggravatingly reappeared and
started going up all around them!

G. H. Stephenson in the "8lue Gull" sailplane in which he made the first soaring flight across
the English Channel in 1939. .Note the flags.
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Cross-Channel Meteorology
by A. E. Slarer

For most people, a soaring flight across
the English Channel presents three prob
lems, not one. In addition to that of cross
ing the sea, there is the problem of first
rcaching the neighbourhood of Dover, and
afterwards of finding lift on the other side
so as to continue the journey into Europe.
We can take the three in chronological
order.

Reaching the Coast

The Channel coast has been reached
many times by sailplane pilots from the
interior of the country, in spring, summer
and autumn. Ordinary cross-country tech
nique need not be discussed here, but there
is a. question whether thcrm'lls are likely
to get feebler near the ooast, even in a wind
blowing fr.om the land, owing to previous
damping of the ground by sea mists aIld
particles of spray. Actually, there seems
no evidence of this causing a lowering of
surface temperatures on the few days I
have looked up in connection with this
article; in fact, on April 12th of this year,
the maximum afternoon temperature at
Lympne, 54°F., was greater than at any
other British station listed in the Daily
Weather ReporL True, average afterno<?n
lemp~ratures are highest inland, but saIl
plane pilots do not attempt Channel
crossings on average days; they do it in a
Polar Air Mass which continues to warm
up all the way to Dover.

A strong sea bree7;e can ruin the ther
mals. but this phenomenon seems' feeble
and infrequent in the narrowest part of the
Channel. This accords with recent meteor
ological findings, that a sea breeze has to
draw its air supply from further and further
out to sea as the day wears on; consequently
the Straits of Dover must be too narrow
to keep the supply going for long.

Height at Dover

Undoubtedly the s.afest way to crosS .the
Channel by sailplane is to get suffiCIent
height over the coast to make a plain
downward glide to the other side. Calcu
lation of the necessary height is a rr.atter

of aerodynamics, rather than meteorology,
if the wind speed and direction are known
and vertical currents are ignored. The
calculation is simple for a dead calm or a
following wind, but in a contrary or cross
wind the sailplane will have to fly at a
greater speed than that which gives its best
gliding angle, and the calculation becomes
more complicated. The essential thing is to
work it out beforehand, and not over mid
Channel.

As for vertical currents, experience shows
that you may get a downcurrent just afte.r
leaving a cloud. but that it will not last
for· long. Stephe'nson found 10 ft./sec.
sink on leaving his cloud, but he put up
the Gull's speed to 50 m.p.h. and was SOOI1
clear of it. Flying at 35 m.p.h. air speed
with a following wind of about 40 m.p,h.,
he lost height from 6,000 to 2,600 ft.
while crossing the water.

Welch emerged from his cloud at 5,600
ft., one-third of the way across, and reached
France at 3;000 ft.; he had, however,
climbed to 8,500 ft. over Dover. but lost
much height after entering the cloud. In
the same westerly cross-wind of about 20
m.p.h., Miller sank from 7,000 ft. to 900 ft.
during the last third of the crossing. This
great loss of height was due to his having
to make a southerly track across wind by
putting up his speed, as well as to his
machine being iced up, so it is not necessary
to postulate a down current.

A safe height at Dover for a crossing ill
clear air may be anything from 5.000 ft.
upwards, and this means, almost of necess
ity, flying in Polar Air in the rear of a cold
front in order to get instability up to that
height. There will probably be cumulo
nimbus clouds, and large areas of dead air
between them. So. until we know more
about cumulo-nimbus, there will be a
large element of luck in reaching the coast
at the right time.

Two flights of Philip Wills from Dun
stable to the Channel coast, before the
war, show how moody this sort of weather
can be. On 15th August, 1937, he arrived
at Lympne lrl his Hjordis to see the "meat
iest" cloud of the day over Dover, but
there was nothing but down-current below
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i( and he was forced to land. 0:1. 4th
September. 1938, after reaching 8,000 ft.
twice and 9,000 ft. once on th,:: way. he
landed hi, Minimoa at Lympne in stable
air and afterwards watched huge cumulus
clouds, rising to 10,000 ft.. passing over
head.

Even small cmTlulus clouds are ap: at
ti~es to show a periodici!), all boiling up
together and then dying down again at
inteTvals of the order of half an hour.
Phillips and Carrow were caught out by
this phenorrenon at Canterbury on 23rd
April. With cumulo-nimbus the time
interval is larger and apparently more
irregular. The probleJTl of getting height
at Dover on a suitable day will probably
have to be solved by sailplane pilots from
their own experience, rather than from any
meteorological principles. The only helpful
rule appears to be that one should look for
cloud lift a fe," miles inland rather than at
the coast.

Lift over the Sea

Several types of upcurrent could exist
over the Channel. Cumulo-nimbus has
been the only one so far used. Miller
entered his cloud three miles out from
Folkestone and left it eight miles north of
Calais, so his climb from 5,000 ft. to
9,000 ft. was done entirely over the sea.
But the rising air must have started from
the land. It is, however. possible for up
currents to grow aloft in a strong polar
ai.r stream without their having started
from ground level, if the air mas~ is much
colder in its northerly portion. This colder
air then arrives more quickly higher up,
owing to stronger winds, than it does at
lower levels, so the high'::r cold air COJTles
tumbling down and cumulus clouds grow
up to replace it, without their needing to
be started off by ground thermals.

It is by this process that secondary cold
fronts are created, of the type which sail
plane pilots have sometimes used over
England. But there is some doubt whether
the lift along a cold front could sustain a
sailplane over the sea. The doubt re~ides

in the explanation of the lift.

The mechanical lifting of warm air by
cold at the cold front is known to be in-

sufficient to sustain a sailplane. The en
hanced upper instability already described
has been held responsible for the extra
lift; but R. C. Rainey, after investigating a
cold front flight by H. Winter in South
Africa, concludes that the cause of the
extra lift is a continuous line of thermals
which are all released at the same time by
the impact of the front. This presupposes
a layer of highly unstable air close to the
surface, which is only to be found over
land, not over water.

Therrnats over the sea havc becn invcs
tigated by A. H. Woodcock, who observed
the soaring of gulls over the Western
Atl'lntic, near Cape Cod. He found that
gulls would circk: in winds of I to 15
m.p.h., provid;,:d that the air is 2°C. (3.6'F.)
colder than the sea. The thermals are
drawn out into "streets" of lift by winds of
16-24 m.p.h. if the temperature difference
is more than 4°C. (7.2°F.), and the gulls
then soar in straight lines. But until gulls
have been seen doing this over the English
Channel, sailplane pilots will prefer not
to ris'{ it.

There are risks even in using cumulo
nimbus clouds, as Miller himself found
on 2nd April. Owing to an iced-up (;ock
pit-cover obstructing his view, he got
blown out to sea in~ide a cloud, came out
below it. and only ju~t succeeded in gliding
back to Folkestone beach. Grantham had
a similar experience on 25th April, while
trying to reach the Channel from Cam
bridge. He came out below a cumulo
nimbus when 5 miles out over the North
Sea, failed to reach land by one mile. and
was rescued by lifeboat. Cumulo-nimbus
flying is not such a straightforward bus
iness. that a pilot can be absolutely sure of
maintaining height within the cloud.
Furthermore. if he gets into a high-speed
dive and puts out his dive-brakes, they
may get iced up ana refuse to go in again;
this will not do his gliding angle much
good if he emerges halfway over the
Channel.

Thunderstorms could lift a sailplane so
high that the !nfluence of tbe sea could be
ignored. But It should be remembered that
typical summer thunderstorms are caused
by a hot south-easterly wind being overlaid
by a cold south-westerly. Pilots should
remember this south-easterly wind aloft,
and should not stay too long inside a cloud.
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Lift over France
The problem of finding thermals on

reaching the French coast is fortunately
much more clear than the problems alrea<ly
discussed. It hinges chiefly on the temper
ature of the sea. Average temperature in
the English Channel varies from 43°F. in
February to 62DF. In August· it is about
4TF. in April. These average' figures vary
somewhat a(;cording to the weather; for
examp!e, in February, 1947, the North Sea
went nght down to freezing point. But to
judge by temperatures at coastal stations
in on-shore winds, it was about 47°F.
durmg the Channel crossings so far made.

When Stephenson reached the Channel
co~st, the su~face air at Lympne was at
55'F., and this would have warmed adia
hatically to 57°F. as it sank to sea level.
Blit with a sea temperature of only 4TF.,
a layer of cold aLr must have been built up
at th~ surface, and become fairly thick by
the time It reached France so that the
strong wind carried it quite'a way inland
before It got warmed up again and enabled
thermals to rise through it. Stephenson
s,lId he could see cumulus clouds about 20
miles beyond his landing point.

On the occasion of Welch's and Miller's
flight, however, the air rcached France
o"er a much longer sea track in a weaker
wind. Tangmere, near which it probably
left England, had a temperature of 38Q F.
at 06.00 hrs. and 49°F. at 12.00 hrs. As
the air would have left England about mid
morning, it is unlikely to have got warmer
than the sea, so no cold surface-layer was
bUilt up during its Channel crossing. But
to have produced thermals at the French
coast, it must have been already on the
verge of instability.

For a cross-Channel pilot to find thermals
on the French coast, therefore, he must
enter air which left England before it
became warmer than the sea but it must
already have reached a temPerature suf
fkJent to make it unstable with any further
s~rface heating. To discover whether it
Will satisfy this condition, one must have
Inform~tion of upper air tempera~ures,
and thiS IS where the cessation of Alrmet
puts us at a disadvantage. The tephigram
shows that air over Larkhill needed to be
warmed to ,only 45°F. at the surface to
st~rt up good convection on 12th April
thiS year.

On the day Stephenson crossed in 1939,

the upper air was slightly warmer; but
47°F. on the ground would have started
convection in it. and if he could ooly have
crossed earlier in the day, before Lympne
became any hotter than this, he might have
got thennals in France. I Irave also drawn
tephigrams for 23rd and 25th April this
year. On the day Grantham flew. maxi
mum temperature at Lympne was only
48°F.• and the upper air was very cold,
needing only about 40° for goo<! convec··
tion; he should, therefore. have found
thermals over France if he had got as far.

Phillips and Carrow, on the other hand.
would have needed enough height over the
English cOast to glide all the way to their·
goal at Le Touquet, as they would have
got no thermals over France. Good con
vection could only start on that day when
the temperature reached 50°, which it did
at Lympne· at noon. Air which left Eng
land for France before noon would have
been too cold at the surface to produce
thermals on arrival over France. And if
it left England after noon, the Channel
would cool it down so that it would still
arrive over France too cold at the surface.

To sum up: let A be the surface temper
ature needed to start good convection (this
can be obtained by 'phone from the nearest
met. station); and let B be the surface
temperature of the water in the English
Channel. To get thermals over the French
coast in a wind from England (I)
temperature A must not be greater than
temperature B; anll (2) the surface temper
ature of the air must not exceed B before
leaving England, but must reach A before
arriving at the French coast which it
could do either over England or while
crossing the Channel.

Fi!1ally, I will risk a prophecy. For pro
longmg. a cross-Channel flight across.
Europe ID a north-west wind the best time
of the year is. the end of September. From
!'1~rch to mid-September the surface air
IS ll!lble to become hotter than the Channel
dur!ng the afternoon, so it will be cooled
dUring the crossing. And from Octobe.r to
February, although the Channel is warmer
than the land, thermals are too weak for
long-distance flights. .

Before mid-September, a west wind offers
the best chances. A north-west wind would
have to be abnormally cold aloft, as on the
day Grantham flew, when the SOO-mb.
temperature was only 12 deg. F.
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Escarpment Soaring Sites in
Northern Ireland

by S/Ldr. A. A. J. Sanders

1/1 the early part of this year S/L. A. A. J. Sanders and
F/O. P. G. Malleft carried out an extensive survey of
Northern Ireland with the object of finding the best
situation for a gliding centre. Their well-illustrated report
has been issued by the R.A .F. Gliding and Soaring Associ
ation, by whose permission a substantial pOrlion of it is
reproduced here. It will serw as a model for similar
surveys which might well be made if/ many other parts

of the United Kingdom.

The object of this trial was to discover in
Northern Ireland an escarpment site, for
hill soaring training and practice, which is

·capable of safe, cheap and easy exploita
tion throughout the year. Northern Ireland
·consists of a wide shallow watershed drain
ing into Lough Neagh and the Bann Valley.
To the south-east the watershed slopes rise
10 the intricate ani:! rugged knife-edge
Mountains of Mourne: to th~ soutn-west
and west the watershed merges into a region
of jumbled rolling mountains with no clear
·escarpments.. To the north-east the water
shed slopes drop in sharp easterly escarp
ments to the sea: to the north-west the
slopes drop in sharP westerly escarPments
·to the marshes of Lough Foyle.

The area is relatively near the mean
track of North Atlantic depressions which
produce strong winds from generally wes
terly directions, associated with heavy rain
fall. Cumulus cloud base usually is relat
ively low, of the order of 2,000 feet.

The lowland fields are of moderate size
10 or 20 acres: the upland fields are small
-2 or 4 acres. The hill pastures are un
fenced but are frequently cut about by peat
.diggings. The mountain tops are invar
iably peat bog with massive hags and stone
,outcrops.

There are five airfields in County Down,
east of the Lough Neagh watershed escarp-

ments; three are derelict. Inside the shallow
watershed are six airfields, four being
derelict. On the Lough Foyle shores are
four airfields, two being derelict. Service
interest (R.A.F., R.N.A.S., R.A.F. V.R.,
A.T.C.) is concentrated in Sydenham,
Aldergrove, Ballykelly, Eglinton, and Lon
donderry: there is a total Service strength
of a'bout 2,000, all ranks.

The Tutor and Gull sailplanes of the
Ulster Gliding Club were used, with recce
by·R.A.F. Anson and Tigermoth while en
gaged on transit flights. The area was
flown over by Anson, and oblique photo
graphs were taken showing the most
promising areas. These were then recon
noitred by private car, by A.T.e. motor
transport, and on foot.

The prevailing wind for the period of
reconnoitre was between N.W. and S.,
velocity 5-20 knots at the Foyle airfields
and 10-30 knots at 2,000 feet.. Soaring
winds from other directions occurred only
two or three times in the period. Over the
Foyle airfields these winds produce three
main weather types, excluding frontal
we.ather. First: cool air, blowing from the
W.S.W., produces cumulus, base 2,000
3,000 ft., tops 5,000-7,000 ft. Second:
warm air, from the south-west, produces
high stratus, often with orographic cloud
over the hills. Third: cold air, fr.om the
W.N.W., produces heavy cumulo-nimbus,
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The west scarp of Benevenagh, looking south.

base 1,000-2,000 fL, tops 10,000-20,000 ft ..
with rain or hail. Generally, unstable air
from W,S.W. or W.N.W., is triggered oro
graphically by the Donegal mountains and
arrives as well-formed cumulus over Lough
Foyle. The stable air, from west to south,
produces wave activity which at times, in
strong winds, is extremely pronounced. No
altitude soaring flights have yet been made
above 5,000 feet.

Three faees 0 Benevenagh escarpment
can be soared in northerly, westerly and
south-westerly winds respectively. The
greatest chance of success for soaring
organisations in Northern Ireland is affor
ded by the westerly and south-westerly
escarpments of Benevenagh, whereas the
One now used is the low northerly escarp
ment.

esterly Escarpmcnt.-The hill-top slopes
dOwn towards the soaring face, and on the
level part is heavily obstructed by peat
diggings and rocky outcrops. Only two
places afford possible alighting areas, and
these are not fit for unskilled pilots. They
do, however, afford suitable alighting and
bunjy-Iaunching points for soaring pilots of
ten hours experience, and they adjoin a
road.

At the foot of the 750-foot escarpment
the ground is marshy, with heavy black
soil. Beyond the new highway the ground
is sandy and would allow winching along
a 300" three-field strip at Aughil, a mile
forward of the escarpment. No such strip
yet exists, but at low tide auto-launching
along Magilligan Strand at Benone is
practicable.

The existing system of Ulster Gliding
Club is to auto-tow along this Strand at
Downhill, using a short wire cable. This
launches to 300 feet altitude, the height of
the Northerly Escarpment. Longer cable
would launch higher, but, bowed under its
own weight, it slides along the sand, caus
ing such friction as to decelerate the tow
car, and so prevents the glider climbing.
Rope should be used instead, since this
would not sink into the sand as the wire
does: 600 yards of rope should launch to'
heights of over J,000 feet. The long beach
necessary for this high launch exists at
Benone.

from a I,OOO-foot launch the glider,
~ymg south, would drift to the northerly
!IIDlt of the westerly escarpment lift zone'
at 750. feet, the height of the hill near by.
ThIS lift ZOne is 3,000 yards long, 1,000-
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yards wide and 1,000 feet deep: the scarp
·consists of a cliff rising from a tumbled
scree glacis, with the ground behind the
cliff edge rising further from tne 750-foot
cliff to a 900-foot hilltop, and then sinking
as rolling peat-bog and stone-walled farm
lands towards the Bann river. The lift
zone is large enough to bear twelve training
sailplanes in 250°_310° winds of 15-25 knots.
It is soarable for contest sailplanes in 250°_
310° winds between 10 and 35 knots.

Beyond the 3,OOO-yard lift zone the slope
gradient decreases to 15°, until the major
cliff of Benevenagh proper suddenly rises
from the foothills glacis. This 1,200-foot

·c1iff, above Bellarena railway station,
affords a second Eft zone for contest sail
planes; in 2500 -3JO° winds this lift zone is
1,000 yards long. 2,000 yards wide and
2,000 feet deep. It is, however, a rather
frightening cliff, being quite vertical for
the upper 500 feet.

Winching along a 280° five-field strip at
Bellarena, a mile forward of the hill.
should launch sailplanes into the forward
limit of the second lift zone.. This offers
theoretical advantages which in fact are
offset by the frightening appearance of the
cliff.
South·westerly EscaJ1lment.-The escarp
ment in this case has a uniform height of
J,200 fect. The hilltop is horizontal but
consists principally of deeply hagged peat
bog, cut in places by peat diggings and else
where by rocky outcrops. Only one place
affords a possible alighting area, and this,
which is also a suitable spot for bunjy
launching, is fit only for the more skilled
of glider pilots (of at least fifty hours ex
perienc~). A difficult lane, at present turf
grown and with a derelict bridge, would,
aft('r repair, afford access to this hilltop
plateau. Sailplanes could be rigged below
Ihe rocky outcrops, and towed by horse or
by man to the slope, for launching by
hand-bunjy.

At the foot of tlle 1,200-foot escarpment
the ground is alluvial. rolling down to the
River Roe, and the fields are sm.aller and
more irregular than the marshes and the
sandy strips below the westerly face. At
lhe south end of the escarpment, however,
Ihese small fields d!sappear under the tar
mac runways of Limavady derelict aero
drome.

Of the three runways. one lying along
255 0 T. extends 1,200 yards between the
highway and the Roe River. Anoth~r 300

yards exist beyond the highway, but may
not be used. A grass alighting area links
this runway to the control tower to the
S.E., and is 3.000 yards upwind of the
South-westerly Escarpment. A large
hangar, in good condition, with sliding
doors. adjoins this alighting area. The
former control tower. now derelict, is
ideally suitable for conversion to a club
house. The former fire-tender shelter is
suitable for storing a prime mover balloon
winch, complete with protecting cage. The
former control-tower garages are suitable
for conversion as a dormitory.

Two miles 255 0 from the alighting area
is Ballykelly R.A.F. Aerodrome, a base
fOT Coastal Command Lancasters, and, on
request, available to civil aircraft. Aero
towing could be carried out at this active
aerodrome. but not at Limavady, where the
runway is' fenced off from the adjoining
grass areas, and where there are no fire
enders or ambulance facilities. Either
aerodrome is in gliding range from the
other, from winch launches in calm con
ditions, so that it would not often be neces
sary to de-rig sailplanes at Limavady for
road transport to Bal1ykell~, when the
wind is calm or not blowing on the south
west escarpment.

From a 1,500-foot winch launch at
Limavady, the glider, flying north, would
drift to a little above the hill near by. The
South-westerly Escarpment lift zone is
3,000 yards long, 1,000 yards wide, and
1.000 feet deep: the scarp consists of a very
steep 500-foot slope above glacis foothills
which rise 700 feet from the River Roe in
a succession of minor scarps. At the north
end of the main scarp the steep slopes
develop into tlle vertical cliff mentioned
above.

Behind the south part of this S.W. scarp
lift zone is the Lynn gully with a secondary
S.W. scarp which e.xtends the overall lift
zone another 1,000 yards further to the
south-east, but this is practicable only for
cpntest sailplanes. Beyond this the slope
dies away to a shallow 10° gradient and
then rises to Keady Mountain, an isolated
1,100-foot knoll. This cannot be counted
as part of the soaring face although it mav
be soarable. -

The main 3,OOo-yard lift zone is large
enough to bear twelve training, sailplanes in
260°_210° winds of 15-25 knots. It is
soarable for contest sailplanes in 260°_
210° winds between 10 and 30 knots.
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The south-west scarp, looking north-east.

The overriding attractions of this South
westerly Escarpment are, first, that in
stable air-mass conditions, with winds
between 180 0 and 260°, a standing wave
forms with its lift zone between Limavady
and Ballykelly aerodromes. The lift of this
wave extends sometimes to 14,000 feet.
The second attracti0n is that, since the
Lough FoyLe shore extends upwind of the
scarp Olil bearing 260°, there is good th,er
mal contrast. Therm.al lift extends upwmd
over the four aerodromes of Limavady,
Ballykelly, Eglinton, and Maydown to
Londonderry: 25-kilometre out-and-return
flights may conveniently be made along
this airfield chain.

The principal disadvantage of the two
sites now recommended. on the westerly
and somh-westerly escarpments of Bene
venagh, is their considerable distan-::e from
the centre of populat!on at Belfast. On the
other hand, the secondary centre of popu
lation at Londonderry is comparatIvely
close, within an hour by rail or road, and

another centre of population is developing
in the Coleraine-Portstewart-Portrush tri
angle. Air bases at R.A.F. Ballykelly, and
R.N.A.S. Eglinton will increase the local
support.

The westerly scarp could be soared, at
low tide, after an auto-tow launch from the
seashore at Benone. It is unfortunate that
this seashore operation is limited in sum
mer by the state of the tide: in winter the
sand is never finn enough to permit of any
launching at all. It is plain that, for regular
operation throughout the year, the westerly
scarp must be served by a winching strip
around AughiJ. Hangarage and a club
house will also he required here, and with
out these three expensive items the soaring
organisation cannot expect to expand.

The southwesterly scarp can 'be soared
after a 1,500-ft. winch launch from the
1,2oo-yard runway 255 at Limavady aero
drome. Cab'le wear will, however, be in
creased beYond normal, consequent on
fnctl(!n WIth the tarmac runway surface.
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!' han~,. exists already and derelict build
mgs s.ullalJle for preparation as clubhouse,
dor.mltol"j and garages are available right
besIde the alighting area.

It will be necessary to obtain permission
from the Admiralty to use the runway and
the derelict buildings, and for space in one
of the three large hangars; also to hire
from them the grass alighting area immedi
ately south of the 255 runway.

The weather must be cJlrefully studied.
I! mlli.tates aga!nst the use of a hilltop base,
since m the winter th.e crest of the hill is
often enclouded: the humidity within the
cloud zone IS deleterious to gliders and
sailplanes. .Furthermore, the heavy rain
fall on the hJlltop plateau in the winter will
make. conditions there unpleasant for
handling ghders and for driving motor
vehicles.

The phenomenon of orographic cloud
covel"lng the hilltop can be forecast by
R.A.F. BaIl~keJly, and when it is expected
all hill soanng must be prohibited. The
phenomenon of the standing wave also
can ~ .forecast by RAF. Ballykelly.
When It IS expected, there is usually very
little warning-six hours, or twelve at
":lost. Usually the lenticular cloud is
Sighted at dawn, and continues for three
hours or so before the rising temperatures
and increasing instability beneath the in
version break down the patent flow of the
lower layers of atmosphere and so destroy
the high wave.

The phenomenon of heavy rain showers
can be forecast well ahead. Associated with
these, t.here is often a general lowering of
cloud base to heights of 800-1,000 ft., i.e.,
below the hilltop. In these circumstances
the only thing to do is to land before the
shower arrives. It is not safe to remain
airborne with cloud covering the hill top.

Patches of low cloud at 1,500-2,000 feet
often occur, sometimes in association with
the high standing wave. Since hill lift nor
mally will soar even training sailplanes at
2,000 feet above sea level, it is essential
that every glider and sailplane has a com
pass, with which to steer out over the low
ground. A landing on the plateau behind
the escarpment is always hazardous and
even at best, requ~res a very difficult re~
trieve, usua.1ly by hand for 'the first mile: a
compass WIll enable one to avoid drifting
downwind of the lift lone.

~!nally .there is ~he question of the l're
valhng wmd. ThiS has been left till last

since there is virtually nothing to choose
between the two· sites in this respect. The
prev~iling wind ranges from 220 0 to 290',
and IS of soaring strength from this arc for
40% of the time. South winds and north
winds occur for 20% of the time: for the
other 40% of time the wind and weather
are not fit for soaring.

Winch-cable maintenance will require
~ore attention at Limavady than at Aug
hll, but this will be offset by maintenance
o~ the winch itself, since at Limavady it
w,1I be stored in a garage. Sailplane main
tena~ce can be carri.ed out more efficiently
at Llmavady than at Al.ghil, since better
hangarage is available. Maintenance of
the landing ground should be negligible at
Limavady, since all the heavy wear will fall
on the tarmac runway. At Benone the
summer tides repair the ravages of the
tow-car twice daily, but only in the summer
IS the .sand firm enough for towing.

Maintenance of buildings will be more
expensive at Limavady, since at Benone
and Aughil there are no buildings.

The Limavaay grass area between the
tower and 255 runway is large enough for
primary training and "Iow hops" in train
ing sailplanes, but it is too short for the
"high hops" popular with the A.T.e.

Soaring training must be done in the
Sedbergh, with salo soaring on the Kadet
and Tutor. Advanced soaring training
should be flown on dual contest sailplanes
ofKranich type, with solo advanced soaring
on cont~st ~alh,lanes such as Olympia.
S~ann~ 111 hill-hft s.hould be achieved by
hIgh wll1ch launch m soaring winds fol
lowed by a straight glide to the hili lift.
Such soaring must be abandoned as soon
as th~ tr~ining. sailplane sinks to hilltop
level In fal!lng lift, to ensure that it regains
the base aIrfield. By soaring upwind, the
cross-country saIlplane maintains a position
always within gliding range of at least one
aerodrome, as far as Londonderry (25
kilometres upwind.)

NOTICE
Copies of th. first issue of "GJid~"g", which de:all
with the histories of th. British Gliding Clubs since
Ihe war, and w.s call.d "Gliding in 8ritain" ire
srill av.i1abJe. and may be ordered direct. •

Price 3'8 (Post Free)
)C>(

fROM TME SECRETARY
BRITISM GLIDING ASSOCIATION.

LONDONDERRY MOUSE. PARK LANE.
LONDON. W.1
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LenHcular' clouds showing the south-westerly standing wave over the Sperrin Mountains, as~seen from Ballykell~' aerodrome.
The wave motion is VNY apparent in this panoramic photograph. Lift in a standing wave to the lee of the,Sperrins was first

useQ for soaring by members of the Royal Naval Gliding and Soaring Association in 1946.



RED HILL to INSTOW
R. H•. GARNETT IN OLYMPIAG-ALLB.
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The route of Mr. Garnctl'S flight from Surrey to North Devon, whicb he describes ill '.he following pages. Note that the
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Surrey to Devon
by Robert H Gamett

This is essentially the story of a pleasant
afternoon's gliding. There were no pre
arranged plans and practically no lessons
learn(.

The weather was fairly typical anticy
clonic and looked much like the previous
few days, which had proviQed pleasant but
not spectacular soaring to 4,000-5,000 ft.
The only visible difference was a 5-10 knot
easterly wind in place of previous light and
variables. Very thin cumulus started form
ing at about J 1.00 hrs. (B.S.T.).

The only plan, if it can be so called, was
to do a cQuple of hours' local soaring and
perhaps a cross-country of some kind if
conditions prove<! good enough to inspire
the right mood. Take-off was at 11.50, and
even on tow the air felt beller th,an the day
before. The first thernlal confirmed this,
the rose-tinted spectacles w<Jnt on, and off
we went at 4,000 ft.

The next two hours were quite remark
ably easy and soon tile local quarter-inch
map was replaced by the half-million. I
always carry an old gas-mask bag packed
with ,all the essentials for any unexpected
Right including (supreme optimism) maps
to quite inconceivable distances in all
directions, all clearly marked with a ring at
186 miles*. Also other panaceas to taste.
, Salisbury was reached at 5,000 ft. in two
nours (70 miles). The barograph shOws
that excellent lift (a genuine 6-8 ft./sec.)
could be had for the asking. A few circles
In all the best bits obviated any need for
thought. Cloud was used occasionally f~r
a few hundred feet if the lift justified It.
This system may appear rather fiddling,
but 1 have the power-pilot's dislike of
ground anywhere close, and always use
good lift when I find it. This has the prac
tical advantages of giving the maximum
range of choice at any given moment, the
best chance of surviving sudden bad pat
ches, and the minimum physical and ner
vous exhaustion from struggling in weak
lift near the ground. The overall average
speed is usually quite satisfactory.

The general direction had so far been

• Equals 300 kilometres minimum distance
qualification for "Goid C" badge.

dictated by the wind, with the added idea
of keeping a bit south to avoid reputedly
anti-thermal areas. But at Shaftsbury all
cloudS to the south suddenly petered out,
while further north tryey merely became
weaker and more widely spaced. The next
40 minutes were spent in just staying up.
Then things impmved a bit and we went
north hurriedly. A really good thermal
was at last met over Somerton. This was
a stroke of luck, as I was fiddling with the
map and only realised there was a thermal
about just in time.

Hereabouts the clouds became mere
vestiges and lift was only half previous
strength, but with the wind increasing and
sink very reasonably slight, the 186-mile
line suddenly looked more feasible. Un
fortunately we were forced ste<\di)y further
north by the <Jncroaching cl<\mp from the
south (I still don't know what c.aused this)
and eyen the revised tr~ck to Cleave aerc-
drome became difficult to hold. .

A few miles from Tiverton, there was a
half-hour's anxious fiddling in slight lift
and sink over an area where the fields were
smallish and obviously sloping unpleas
antly steeply. As I like to select my fields
from a respectable height, progress was
slow. When I was down to about 800 ft.
above ground, one more good thermal came
to the rescue, but it did not carry quite far
enough. The only sign of lift was again
northwards towards llfracombe but there
the magic circle was well out 'to sea. I
never expected to run out of land gOillg
west from Red\;Iill.

The landing in a field was fairly ortho
dox, an~ the locals were unusually kind
and effiCient, but I must remember to in
clude a ch<:que amongst the panaceas. My
long-suffer!ng partner, arriving at 07.00
next morning, not only had to dig me out
of bed. bl;1t pay for it as well.

.Stat.lstlCS for those interested :-176
mIles In 5 hrs. 35 mins., giving an average
of about 32 m.p.h. Maximum height
5,400 ft. No detailed analysis is av,ailable,
as I find keepIng a log is much too dLfficult
when superImposed on thermal hunting
and navigation.

All very unprofessional, but great fun.
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A.R.B. and A.I.D. Il1specr;o/f (IP/HONl/. A.R.B. Dtsi.~" Appro)'ul.

LIMITED

Consultants on all aviation matters.

Glider-towing installations - all kinds of modifications.

Specialists in air race preparations.

Redhill Aerodrome, Surrey Tele: Nutjield Ridge 2200

THE COSIM
V-ARIOMETER

TAKES PRIDE OF PLACE ON ALL SAILPLANE INSTRUMENT PANELS

COBB-SLATER INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.
RUTLAND STREET MATLOCK
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Out and Nearly Home Again-117 rniles
by A. H. Yates

This flight, it should be noted, was made on the same day
as that described by Mr. Gm'nett on the previous page.
Soaring conditions were best over sOllth-east England.
Elsewhere, Mr. Yates was handicapped by an anti
cyclonic centre over the North Sea, and Mr. Garnett
finally by .the influence ofa statiol1aryfront over Brittany;

the cause in each case being warming of the air a/oft.
On Sunday, I Ith June, there was in the the speed reached 60 m.p.h. to "steady the'

morning a light easterly wind and a clear turn." 1 emerged from the side of my first
sky. While the College of Aeronautics cloud wilh dive-brakes full open at 70'
Gliding Club was beginning the flying m.p.h. but still in a beautifully steady
programme with Primary circuits, I plotted turn. (Note: 1 must practice on the Link).
the tepbigram which had just ,come over After this poor show it seemed hardly worth
the teleprinter from Downham Market. struggling insjde a cloud, so I made it a
The upper air data. for 09:00 hours RS.T. rule to climb to cloud base whenever pos
showed that 3/8 cloud cover could be ex- sible and, after perhaps a turn or two·
pected in the afternoon with bases at about inside, to fly out and on to the next.
3,500 fL, but that the clouds would be During the first hour I had circled in
unable to penetrate an isothermal layer every bit of lift T could find to keep the'
above 5;000 ft. maximum possible height. After that

1 have had a "Gold C' distance course thermals were fairly plentiful and the baro-·
to Plymouth marked on my map for s@me graph chart shows a series of glides to the
time. It starts off almost south to Halton, next cloud on course followed by a climb
thence south-west over Newbury to Bland- towards the base, and so on.
ford and Bridport on the famous Wills At 13. I5 I was just north of Aylesbury
route. I decided to declare Plymouth as with the chalky downs on my left. The
goal and to prospect the route. clouds did not look any better over the

The fi.rst puffs of cloud were forming as hills, so 1 kept to the north of them and
we left the Met. Office at 11.00 hours, and reached Wallingford on the Thames at
I obtained a winch launch ill our Olympia 14.05. Here I got the be.st thermal @f the
to 1,200 ft. at 11.45 hours. (All heights are day from 2,200 ft. to just over 5,000 Ct. I
above Cranfie1d, 350 ft. above sea level). flew on towai'ds Newbury. The clouds now
The clouds were already ql!lite shapely, but seemed to cover more of the sky and the·
I had to struggle for 25 minutes ncar the visibjlity deteriorated considerably. (A
airfield before I was able to get above Constellation, which suddenly passed just
2,000 ft. At 12.45 I reached the base of the beneath the glider, brought this home to
clouds at about 3,800 ft. and climbed in the me). I had been watching the drifting
first to 4,700 ft. near Leighton BUZ7-<Ird. c~oud shadows to judge the speed and
The rate of climb on my Cobb-Sla.ter dlrectlon of the wind and I realised that it
variometer was usually 3 ft./sec. reachmll had not got the northerly t.ouch I needed
5 fL/sec. at the best. 1 usually fly, however, and was due east. This meant that 1 was
on the Horn variometer, which re'.ld~ a now running into t.he drifting smoke from
comfortable + 10 with needle pomtmg Londo~. Tbe next 20 miles might sw a
vertically upwards when the Cobb-Slater worsemng, or even the disappearance of
green balt is only reading 3 ,to 5 fL(S~C. thermals.. The lift round Newbury, how-

My cloud flying (using a Immature ever, was Just as good as it had been further
German turn-aVId-bank indicator) was, as north.
usual, abomimlble. I can keep the r~le of I had take.n almost three hours, including
tu!,n steady and even keep the ball 10 tne the slow start, to cover the 56 miles to·
mIddle of its tube, but the air-speed I can- Newbury, and with only about three hours
not. keep at 45 m.p.h.! Karran recently of thermaIs left and little wind it was hope
adVIsed me to use the dive-brakes when less to think of "Gold C" distance. In
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that balloon-parachute jumping sometimes
occurs, but there were no signs of balloons
on this occasion.

From now 'on the clouds began to dis
perse. The visibility was now excellent but
the clouds far apart and rather flat. A
climb at Weston (2,200-4,400 ft.) brought
Bicester R.A.F. Station within range and,
still following my road home, I reached the
disused airfield at Finmere at 17.00 hours,
and to my surprise was able to climb back
to 4,000 fl. under a cloud which was so
thin as to be almost transparenL At this
height I could see a definite "haze top"
marking the height of the inversion. It
now seemed possible to glide directly into
wind 10 Little HOTWood, from which I
thought I might be able to get an aero-tow
to Cranfield. I reached the airfield at 2,000
fl. in an almost cloudless sky and found it
disused and obstructed, but found yet
another thermal to 3,500 ft. I was now only
13 miles from home, but the wind was
against me and, although thermals had
twice appeared surprisingly, I knew that
only good luck oould get me home. t flew
on over Bletchley at about 1.000 ft. in calm
air and was able to hold height for two or
three circles only.

So with Cranfield in sight I was forced to
land at 18.00 hours, after 6;{: hours flying. at
Brougbton, only two miles short of the

airfield. The retrieve was, a much simpler
proposition than an excursion to Devon.

. My average ground speeds (after initial
climb over Cranfield) were:

Cranfield to Newbury, 56 miles at
25 m.p.h.

Newbury to landing, 61 miles at
19 m.p.h.

The wind speed at ground level was about
10 m.p.h. all day, although it freshened a
little in the late afternoon. This is encour
aging, because it suggests that the ground
speed of about 35 m.p.h. needed for the
300 km. distance can be obtained with the
aid of a fresh b~eeze even if my inability to
drcle properly In cloud continues.

There was no sign of any cloud street all
day. but almost every cloud showed lift
when I arrived underneath it. I have never
been able to find any significant difference
in the therm 1 strength over different
types of soil (except Once when 1 flew over
the l'!0rfolk. Broads-but that's water).
On thiS occasIOn the clouds sucked just as
well over the lush Thames valley as over
the chalk downs.

addition, family responsibilities and work
to be done next day made me decide to
return as far as .I could. With a look at
Elliott's factory, where the glider was made,
I got off northwards towards Oxford.
Every time I circled now I was drifting
westwards, and I spent a long time circling
over Welford and Wantage (15.15) and
then a long glide followed from nearly
5,000 ft. to 1,500 ft. across the old G.W.R.
main lines to the disused airfield of King
ston Bagpuize. Here, at last, I found
another good thermal, and with Abingdon
now in range and Oxford in sight I circled
over the youthful Thames, making steady
headway from cloud to cloud toward the
north.

I decided to make for Kidlington, just
north of Oxford, and then to flv north
eastwards via Buckingham on the main
road home, along which my retrieve would
come. I stepped along it from airfield to
airfield. Over Kidlington at 16.20' hours I
had a good climb from 2,000 to 4 500 ft.
The glide that followed (<.tt 55 m.p.h., since
I now had a headwind component oC about
10 m.p.h.) took me by 16.40 to Weston on
the Green, which has been marked on my
map by my partner, Sqn. ldr. Sanders, as
a large barrage balloon. This indicates
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For Fun or For Glory

An Old Stager sighs for the Past

C. A. KAYE.

D. CAMPBELL
,10 London Gliding Club,

TRING ROAD, DUNSTABLE.

ON SITE REPAIR
AND OVERHAUL SERVICE
Save transport and overhead charges.

Reduce your Financial and Aviation Dice Factor.
12 years inspection and overhaul experience

on 50 pQwer and 25 glider types
A.R,B. and B.G.A. approved

For sick gliders call in the Glider Doctor.

G.B. can get his number On the board. We
can give everyone a chance to sniff the
rabbit. We can make welcome everyone
who flies for fun. even in a Nacelled Dag
ling. So what about it?

There's one way. Get at the B.G.A.
Bind about the Closed Shop. Agitate and
pester. Tell 'ern that the Club amateur
doesn't want a NaL Camps. to find the
best, second-best, third or fourth best pilot
in this country-he knows that pretty well
anyhow-but he does want a Week of
Soaring, a Jamboree into which he can
pack as many airborne hours as he can
take, and a Week he can enjoy as if he
were in his own Club. If there is the odd
pot 'to be given away on the last day that
will be fine and if not we can always drink
beer and have a party.

When the B.G,A. says "How?" tell 'em
to rehash their Regulations, handicap their
regular prize-winners, and fix 'it so that a
Club G..B. or a Club Prefect can top the
bill.

Then we shall all have fun and there
won't be no glory, which will be A Good
Thing.

It may not be European and it may not
be American but it will be very good Anglo
Saxon.

The observant discern a curious drift in
Competition affairs towards .dead!y serious
aviating and horrid calculatIOns In marks,
miles and metres. Juju men juggle with met,
pocket thermometers are <:oDsulted fur
tively behind trailers, there IS much to-do
about when this and that body shall take
the air and whether Snooks's Yuno Special
has worked a flanker on Eno's Purple
Peril. Gents who have not filled in the
appropriate forms cannot compete and
there is debate \vhether yoo should have a
Non-ferrous "C' before you may enter.
All of which tends to rrake things hot and
testy and the resultant atmosphere a cross
between a Heavyweight Boxing Champion
ship and the Senior T.T.

Does this have to be? There was a time
when people entered Comps for fun, to
meet old friends, to jee-jaw about gliding,
to find how other folks were doing and to
give a hand with what had to be done.
Before Organisation and Efficiency set in,
bright new Cs entered ancient aircraft to
have a ,crack at their Silver C's, queer
approaches and stranger landings were
seen, newspapers shewed gbders in trees,
the best people were not killed, and lots 0:
fun was had. All rather like a Boy Scouts
Jamboree (the lower ranks slept in tents)
and no one was abashed because elsewhere
in Europe professional aeronauts put up a
100 per cent. better soow than we could.
We didn't give a damn-they were better
than we were because they were b~tter

equipped, better supported, better tramed
-so what the hell-we were there for fun,
whatever flying we could get, and good
fellowship.

There are lots of pros in Europe t<?-day-
and a few in this country-way out In front
of everyooo else and likely to stay there
until some British Government supports
gliding or helps to provide modern mach
ines. But does it matter? "Le mleux est
I'ennemi du Bien" and we can't do any
thing about it-there won't ever be any
more Weihes and the 18 metre Gull IS a
long way off yet-but we can cook. the
Camps Regs so that a good amateur In a
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Soaring in India
and Pakistan

In 1912 Dr. E. H. Hankin published a
book, "Animal Flight," which was long
regarded as a classic by students of the
soaring flight of birds (there is a copy in the
Research Library of the British Gliding
Association). For many years Dr. Hankin
made the most meticulous observations of
the soaring of vultures and other birds in
India. But he had no use for most experts'
attempts at explaining the soaring-least of
all for those who attributed it to the use of
up-currents.

Since human soaring flight began, and
especially in the last twenty years, there
have been frequent suggestions that some
body ought to explore the powerful
thermals over the Indian sub-eontinent in a
sailplane. But not until this year does
anyone appear to have done so.

On 27th February, Mr. F. H. Irani,
Chief Pilot Instructor to the Indian Gliding
Association, made a climb in a sailplane
to 6,500 ft. near Poona. Mr. lrani has made
several soaring flights since then, and writes
that he has encountered thermals of more
than 20 ft./sec., as registered by his Cosim
variometer, on some occasions. Such
strong lift, however, covers a very small
area as a rule, so that he found himself
unable to turn a complete circle in it; there
was always less lift on one side of the circle
than on the other.

The first soaring flight in Pakistan was
made on 15th March, by F/O. J. Z.
Mikulski, who stayed up for! hr. 5 mins.
after an aero-towed launch. He lost height
slQwly at first, but then the thermals picked
up to 3-5 ft./sec. and lifted him to a ceiling
of 3,200 ft. It was very bumpy, with
thermal gusts of more than IS ft./sec. at
times. The flight was made at the Central
Gliding Training School, near Karachi.

On 20th April, one of the pupils, S./Ldr.
Hall, after an aero-tow to 2,000 ft. in an
Eon Baby, worked his way into the thermals
over Karachi, where he was later joined by
F/O. Mikulski in an Olympia. The latter's
ceiling was 6,200 ft. After a time cirro
stratus came over and spoiled the th~rmals,
and then a sea breeze of 20 knots removed
them altogether. Thermal strength had
been up to 15 ft./sec.

See you at the

INTERNATIONAL GLIDING
COMPETITION

WIMDAK WEARERS QUALIFY

(Subjtct 10 the ruling of the instructor)

FOR A FREE RIDE IN THE

WINDAK TWO SEATER

GLIDER

*
WINDAK LTD.. WOODSIDE. POYNTON.

CHESHIRE
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Club;

Flying Club;

Cardiff Aeroplane Club.Club;

TO

FIYin~__

IRVINf~ CHUTES

I R VI N

INCLUDING
Gliding Club; Surrey.

Cambridge University Gliding

Furness Gliding

Gliding Club;

Club; Derby

Redhill Flying

SUPPLIED

ICKNJELD WAY LETCHWORTH HER TS

OTTLEY MOTORS Ltd.
THEPHONEI .1)WES PARK &56B

Established Qver 30 years as rcpair'!.rs of all types of m~chanical
d.vKes. Including cngin<l overhauling and tuning.

Manu fM'ure,s an:d repa ireu of all types
of motor bodies, chassis, etc.

Finishes on metal and wood of all descriptions
Including cellulose and varnish.

DEi!GNER! AND

ilIIAlNUFACTURERS OF THE

OTTFUR RELEASE GEARS.

SUITABLE FOR SAILPLANES

AND AERO TUGS.

M.,anufaclurcrs and repairers of all
Iyp.s of ~i1plane'S and gliders.
Machines for repair c:oUeeted and
delivered tr... of charge.

A.I.D.. A.R.8. & 8.G.A. Approvod.

Fully eltpe,ienced sfaff for.lI departmenu.

ESTIMATES FREE.

11 CRESCENT ROAD. WOOD GREEN,
l.ONDON, N.~2



.----------'-_._-----;---------------.
BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
Ab initio 'raining at Lulsgote. Bristol.
Hilt..Soarlng at 'Roundway Hill. Ocvizcl.
Flc~. or • aircraft Including Olympia and

SJin~5by Two..seater.

MINIMUM Subscriptions
MAXIMUM Facilities

A series of Summer Holiday Gliding Courses for beginners
'Will be: conduc;ted weekly during the Summer of 1950.
W'rire -for detailJ and' avail'able dales.

We cordially invite mombetship.

WRITE,- BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB.
102 Coombe Lane.

TEL, 81790. BRISTOL. 9.

THE
Derbyshire and Lancashire

. GLIDING CLUB
CAMPHILL

GREAT Ht.!eKIOW
DERBYSHIRE

TWO·SEATER AB·INI'TIO INSTRUCTION.

INTERMEDIATE AND HIGH PERFORMANCE FLYING.

OORMITORY AND CANTEEN FACILITIES.

Write to the Secretary 'or details
of membership.

LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire

nLEPHONE: DUNSTABLE 419

140 iJcres ~iles and soaring ridge ..... ith perm~nenl hangar,
clubhouse, ....orkshops and sleeping accommodation. 14
Club machines, including 2 dua') control 2-seaters. 2
Olympias, GuH IV. Grunan, Tutors. Cadets and Primaries.
launching by t.....o-drum ..... in<:h. Resident instruclor and
engineers.

. Flying every da'f except luesday.

CLUB MEETING, "',gu,1 5th 10 Augu.' .13th

Open free 10 visilo~, bringing own machines

12 day ~nslruclional course for non-members
commencing August 21st.

For Serving

Royal Air force
Personnel

The R.A.F. Glidinll &Soaring Association

310 BU,SH HOUSE, (S.E)

STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

SLlNGSBY
SAILPLANES LTD.
Designers and Manufacturers of

SAILPLANES AND GLIDERS
Full Range of B,itish ~ypes now In

Production 'or Leading Organisations.

KIRBY CAOiT. KIRIIY TUTOR

STANDARD RESERVE COMMAND TRAINERS

SLlNGSBY PREFfCr

SUPERSEDES TYPES OF FOREIGN ORIGIN AS THE
LEADING CLUB INTERMEDIATE sAILPLANE.

StlNGSBY GUU IV

I1IGH PERFORMANCE BRITISH SAILPLANE OF
ACCEPTED MERIT.

5t1NGSBY 5ED8ERGH 11218)

TWO·SEAHR DUAL TRAINER WITH WIDE REPU·
lATlON FOR EXCELLENT PERFO'RMANCE
AND HANDLING QUALITIES. USED BY ALL
LEADING CLUBS. RESERVE COMMANI) RAF..

AND FOREIGN GLIDING ORGANISATIONS.

Sole Distributors.-

SLlNGSBY SAILPLANES LTD.'
KIRBYMOORSIDE. YORKS.

The I
Southdown Gliding Club Ltd.

FRISTON AIRFIELD, SUSSEX
ENTRANCE FEE 3 GUINEAS

FULL FLYING MEMBERSHIP ~ GUINEAS

SOAR OVER LAND AND SEA

For full p~rliculars ..... ril~ 10 ,the HON. SECRETARY:

Mr. E. R. Jarv,ls,
45 Havelock Road,

Hastings, Sussex

SURREY GLIDING CLUB
Redhill Aerodrome

NUTFlELO RIDGE 2245

Ab·initio training on TZlb two seater with ex
periencedqua\ified instructors. Five sailplanes
for cross-counotry soaring. \Vinch Launches,
Aero-Towing. I1ill Soaring. Weekday Flying.

Full Residential Facilities. Link Trainer.
Subscription [6.6.0. p.a. Entrance £3.3.0.

Training Flights z/6 each.
Sailplanes 12/6 per hour.

Associate Members (No entrance) £I. I .0. p,a.
Ncarnl Club 10 London Dc/m/'- from Secretar)'




